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SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDN

01
KL INTERNATIONAL ORCHID BOSAI
1 Aug
Perdana Botanical Gardens, Kuala Lumpur
KUALA LUMPUR FASHION WEEK READY
TO WEAR
1 Aug
Pavilion Kuala Lumpur
PAMERAN SELSIUS
1 Aug
Galeri REKA, Balai Seni Lukis Negara, Kuala Lumpur

07

09

RAINFOREST WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL
5 - 7 Aug
Sarawak Cultural Village, Kuching, Sarawak

YANG DI PERTUAN AGONG EXHIBITION
3 - 15 Aug
Royal Museum, Kuala Lumpur

21

FESTIVAL BORIA
20 - 21 Aug
Fort Cornwallis, Penang

28

GEORGE TOWN FESTIVAL
29 July - 28 Aug
All around George Town, Penang

31

AUGUST 2016

NESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

04

06

LADIES OF THE RED CHAMBER
5 - 7 Aug
Pentas 2, klpac

TRAGEDI HAMLET
4 - 7 Aug
Pentas 1, klpac

12

13

START IN TIOMAN
12 - 21 Aug
Kg Genting, Pulau Tioman, Pahang

CHALLENGE ISKANDAR PUTERI 2016
13 Aug
Puteri Harbour, Iskandar Puteri, Johor

GOOD VIBES FESTIVAL
12 & 13 Aug
Genting Horse Ranch, Pahang

IKONCERT 2016 SHOWTIME TOUR
13 Aug
Stadium Negara, Kuala Lumpur

19
MALAYSIA INTERNATIONAL MASK FESTIVAL
19 - 21 Aug
Esplanade KLCC Park, Kuala Lumpur
RHYTHM OF GAMELAN
19 - 21 Aug
Kompleks Sukan Negeri, Terengganu

25
GIACOMO’S PUCCINI’S LA BOHÈME
25 - 28 Aug
Pentas 1, klpac

Entertainment In The City

KL INTERNATIONAL ORCHID
BOSAI
GEORGE TOWN FESTIVAL
29 JULY - 28 AUG @ ALL
AROUND GEORGE TOWN,
PENANG
The George Town Festival is an annual international
arts festival that turns the streets of the UNESCO
World Heritage Site in George Town into a giant
canvas, inviting artistes from diverse fields like
theatre, dance, circus, puppetry and many more
to regale visitors in a month-long celebration. The
festival was inaugurated in 2010 to commemorate
the George Town area being awarded the tag of
UNESCO World Heritage Site. In its seventh edition
this year, the festival has no central theme, instead
offering a platform for all kinds of diverse art forms.
The primary focus of the festival, according to its
director Joe Sidek, is to promote arts among the
local and regional community and make culture
accessible to all. That is why tickets are kept
affordable and a large majority of the events are
free. Every year, GTF also funds community and
student tickets to encourage the love of arts among
locals. More than half the shows are by local and
regional performers.
www.georgetownfestival.com

29-28
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1 AUG @ PERDANA BOTANICAL GARDENS,
KUALA LUMPUR
A dazzling showcase of different varieties of orchids and bonsai
plants, held at the city’s beautiful lake gardens.

KUALA LUMPUR FASHION WEEK
READY TO WEAR
1 AUG @ PAVILION KUALA LUMPUR
Kuala Lumpur Fashion Week is the main platform where local
fashion designers can present their works on a huge scale.

Entertainment In The City

PAMERAN SELSIUS
1 AUG @ GALERI
REKA, BALAI SENI
LUKIS NEGARA,
KUALA LUMPUR
A showcase of ceramic crafts by
local and international artists.

3-15

TRAGEDI HAMLET
4 - 7 AUG @ PENTAS 1,
KLPAC
Kasih dan dendam: pergelutan jiwa
seorang putera
*There will be surtitles in modern English
throughout the show*

YANG DI PERTUAN AGONG
EXHIBITION
3 - 15 AUG @ ROYAL MUSEUM,
KUALA LUMPUR

Theatre icon Datuk Faridah Merican
is back in the director’s chair with the
staging of Hamlet for the fourth time.
This Ahmad Yatim adaptation of William
Shakespeare’s Hamlet tells the story of a
prince who was possessed by a deep
sense of revenge for the death of his
father, who was killed ... The question is,
will Hamlet be avenged?
www.ticketpro.com.my

The exhibition will highlight the royal regalia, especially those used
during the coronation of the Yang di-Pertuan Agong.
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LADIES OF THE RED CHAMBER
5 - 7 AUG @ PENTAS 2, KLPAC
The Actors Studio Seni Teater Rakyat presents The Mythical Oriental Dance
Company in Ladies of the Red Chamber, a full-length Chinese dance
performance which is inspired by the famous Chinese classical novel –
Dream of the Red Chamber. Choreographed by Malaysian choreographer
Jack Kek and Hong Kong choreographer Chris Lam, the Chinese classical
dance is the highlight of this project as a medium to illustrate the complex
portrait of the female characters in the novel.

RAINFOREST WORLD
MUSIC FESTIVAL
5 - 7 AUG @ SARAWAK
CULTURAL VILLAGE,
KUCHING, SARAWAK
The Rainforest World Music Festival
features musicians from around the
world, showcasing traditional and
original musical instruments.

The emerging local Chinese music orchestra – Ricco Chinese Chamber
Orchestra, and the famous Guzheng artiste from Hong Kong – Lee Khun
Chap will also perform. Thus, this is a significant Chinese cultural project
and international collaboration that integrates Chinese literature, Chinese
dance and Chinese music.
www.ticketpro.com.my

START IN TIOMAN

12 - 21 AUG @ KG GENTING,
PULAU TIOMAN, PAHANG
Divided into three categories, this event will boost
Tioman’s attraction as a diving paradise.
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GOOD VIBES FESTIVAL

CHALLENGE ISKANDAR
PUTERI 2016

12 & 13 AUG @ GENTING HORSE
RANCH, PAHANG
The sun’s out and it’s a beautiful day. You’re sitting on
the grass with your friends having some cold drinks,
enjoying good music, making new friends. Around you,
people are dancing, watching the bands on stage,
just chilling out or checking out a myriad of other great
stuff – everybody’s having fun and soaking up the good
vibes all around! The Good Vibes Festival is all about
having good fun with good music and good company,
featuring a plethora of art, food and fashion attractions to
complete the festival experience. Started in 2013, Good
Vibes Festival showcases the best local and international
music – from new, leading acts to more established
and revered acts – that even the most discerning music
enthusiast would appreciate.

13 AUG @ PUTERI HARBOUR,
ISKANDAR PUTERI, JOHOR
The city of Nusajaya lies in the southern state of Johor
in Malaysia, approximately a 20-minute drive from
Singapore and Johor Bahru City. The main venue, Puteri
Harbour Marina, is an international marina surrounded
by hotels, dining and entertainment options and is the
main activity area for the athletes and their fans and
family. It is also the starting point for the swim course and
the transition area for all courses.
www.challenge-family.com/challenge-nusajaya

www.ticketcharge.com.my

13

IKONCERT 2016 SHOWTIME TOUR
13 AUG @ STADIUM NEGARA, KUALA LUMPUR
iKON is a South Korean boy band formed in 2015 by YG Entertainment
as the runner-up in the popular TV reality series called WIN: Who is Next
and Mix & Match. The group consists of 7 members, B.I, Bobby, Jinhwan,
Junhoe, Yunhyeong, Donghyuk and Chanwoo. The C in ICON was
replaced with K in envisioning them to become an icon of Korea.
www.ticketcharge.com.my
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RHYTHM OF GAMELAN
19 - 21 AUG @ KOMPLEKS SUKAN NEGERI,
KUALA TERENGGANU
Gamelan musicians from near and far gather in Kuala Terengganu to discuss
and explore the finer nuances of this remarkable musical instrument. It also
features a two-day workshop by professionals from Malaysia, Indonesia and
Europe.

MALAYSIA
INTERNATIONAL
MASK FESTIVAL
19 - 21 AUG @
ESPLANADE KLCC PARK,
KUALA LUMPUR
The enigma and mysticism of masks
will become the focal point of activities
during his inaugural festival. It is
participated by Italy, Japan, China,
Thailand, Philippines, Indonesia and
Malaysia.

FESTIVAL BORIA

19-21
12 l KL LIFESTYLE

20 - 21 AUG @ FORT CORNWALLIS, PENANG
This event aims to highlight Boria as one of Penang’s traditional arts,
advocating unity and interracial harmony.

Entertainment In The City

GIACOMO’S PUCCINI’S LA
BOHÈME
25 - 28 AUG @ PENTAS 1, KLPAC
Kuala Lumpur City Opera presents, La Bohème, an opera in four acts
by Giacomo Puccini to an Italian libretto by Luigi Illica and Giuseppe
Giacosa based on Scènes de la vie bohème by Henri Murger. One
of the most widely performed operas throughout the world and one of
the universal icons of opera, La Bohème tells the story of two povertystricken lovers, the care-free life of the Bohemians, and jealousy leading
to a tragic end.
www.ticketpro.com.my

MERDEKA!
31 AUG

31

Hari Merdeka (Malaysian for ‘Independence Day’) refers to the day when the Federation of Malaya’s independence
from the British Empire was officially declared. At exactly 9.30am on August 31,1957, the declaration was read
by the first Prime Minister of Malaya, Tunku Abdul Rahman at the Merdeka Stadium in the presence of thousands of
people including the Malay rulers, members of the federal government and foreign dignitaries. To commemorate the
event, Hari Merdeka was declared a national holiday in Malaysia and observed annually on August 31.
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August
4

4

11

SUICIDE SQUAD

NERVE

A government agency is faced with a
dangerous mission, therefore the deadliest
villains such as Deadshot, The Joker, Harley
Quinn, Rick Flagg, Boomerang, Enchantress
and more, are recruited out of their
imprisonment for a black ops ‘suicide’ mission,
for which if they survive, are granted clemency.

Venus, a high school senior, finds herself
entangled in an online game of truth or
dare. Soon an anonymous community of
“watchers” manipulates every single one
of her moves.

4 Aug

11 Aug

THE GIRL IN THE
PHOTOGRAPHS

Genre: Action
Cast: Will Smith, Jared Leto, Margot
Robbie, Jai Courtney, Joel Kinnaman, Cara
Delevingne, Viola Davis.

4 Aug

Colleen is a bored young woman
who is annoyed by her dead-end job
and apathetic boyfriend. One day,
she receives photographs of brutally
murdered young women from a pair
of deranged serial killers. She seeks
the help of Peter Hemmings, a hipster
celebrity photographer who decides
to use Colleen as the centrepiece of a
11 photo campaign in Los Angeles.
Genre: Crime / Horror / Thriller
Cast: Kal Penn, Claudia Lee, Kenny
Wormald, Toby Hemingway.

MARAUDERS
11 Aug

When a bank is brutally robbed, the owner of the
bank and his high-powered clients get blamed
for it. But when a group of FBI agents investigate
deeper into the case - while at the same time, the
deadly heists continue - they find out that a larger
conspiracy is at play.
Genre: Action / Crime / Thriller
Cast: Christopher Meloni, Bruce Willis, Dave
Bautista, Adrian Grenier.
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Genre: Thriller
Cast: Dave Franco, Emma Roberts, Emily
Meade, Juliette Lewis, Kimiko Glenn.

NINE LIVES
18 Aug

Tom Brand is a workaholic billionaire at
the top of his game but is disconnected
with his family. His daughter`s birthday is
coming up and every year she asks for a
cat but he hates cats. This time around,
he goes to a mystical pet store brimming
with odd and exotic cats, where the store`s
owner presents him with a majestic tomcat
named Mr. Fuzzypants. On the way to the
party, he meets with an accident and when
he wakes up, he is trapped inside the body
of the cat. Adopted by his own family, he
begins to experience what life is truly like.

18 Genre: Comedy / Family
Cast: Kevin Spacey, Robbie Amell, Jennifer
Garner, Christopher Walken.

Movies
18

25

WAR DOGS
25 Aug

Two arms dealers, David Packouz and
Efraim Diveroli, secure a USD300 million
government contract to supply weapons for the
American troops in Afghanistan. They soon find
themselves in danger abroad as well as facing
trouble at home.
Genre: Comedy / Drama / Thriller
Cast: Miles Teller, Jonah Hill, Ana de Armas.

25

KUBO AND THE TWO
STRINGS

THE MAN WHO KNEW
INFINITY

25 Aug

18 Aug

Srinivasa Ramanujan Iyengar does all
he can to be admitted to Cambridge
University during WWI, despite growing
up poor in Madras, India. Having
successfully enrolled in the university,
he studies nothing but mathematics,
eventually becoming a pioneer in
mathematical theories with the guidance
of his professor, G.H. Hardy.

Set in ancient Japan, a young boy
named Kubo lives a quiet and normal
life in a small village by the shore, until a
spirit from the past appears and wreaks
havoc in his life by re-igniting an ageold vendetta. This causes the gods and
monsters to chase after Kubo. In order to
survive, Kubo must find a magical suit of
armour which was once worn by his late
father, a legendary Samurai warrior.

Genre: Biography / Drama

Genre: Animation

Cast: Dev Patel, Jeremy Irons, Devika
Bhise, Kevin McNally.

Cast: Art Parkinson, Matthew
McConaughey, Charlize Theron,
Ralph Fiennes, Brenda Vaccaro.

25

MECHANIC: RESURRECTION
25 Aug

Just when Arthur Bishop thought he had put his
murderous past as a contract killer behind him, his
most formidable enemy kidnaps the love of his life.
Bishop is now forced to complete three impossible
missions across the globe, and he will have to make
them look like accidents.
Genre: Action / Crime / Thriller
Cast: Jason Statham, Jessica Alba, Tommy Lee
Jones, Michelle Yeoh.
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Tunku
Abdul
Rahman

A side we never knew, as revealed by one of his sons, Suleiman
BY KATHLYN URSULA D’SOUZA

Suleiman Tunku Abdul Rahman

In the periphery, every Malaysian can recall a voice shouting
“Merdeka!” three times over passionately. It’s a scene that never
leaves the mind; the day Malaya became independent on August
31, 1957. For many and most of us, he was Bapa Kemerdekaan,
the Father of Independence, and that strong image of him in blackand-white is all that we will ever know. Apart from being Malaysia’s
first prime minister, many of us are left curious about what he was
truly like away from the public eye.

However, after tracking down one of his sons, Suleiman Tunku Abdul Rahman, who is
based in Penang, we managed to get an insight into what Tunku Abdul Rahman was
like personally.

18 l KL LIFESTYLE
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Tunku reading the proclamation of independence before the ceremony at Merdeka Stadium on August 31, 1957.
KL LIFESTYLE l 19
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First off, tell us about yourself. What do
you do?
“I’m a hotelier based in Penang. I
have been in the hospitality industry for
the last three decades. I started as a
management trainee in F&B and worked
my way up to my current position as
Director of Communications.
“I was supposed to work only for a few
months and learn all aspects of running a
hotel so that I could manage our familyowned Hotel Royale back in Alor Setar.
However, the plans changed as Tunku
decided to retire in Penang.”
Tunku with Muhammad Ali during his visit in the ‘70s.

How do people react when they find
out that you’re the son of the first PM?
“Some are taken aback. Some are
surprised. Some wonder how best to
address me. I admit my name can be a
conversation starter!”
What is it like being the son of Bapa
Kemerdekaan whilst maintaining a low
profile at the same time?
“Keeping a low profile isn’t something
new. From a young age, my siblings
and I were taught by our parents to be
humble. We had a normal upbringing.
No unnecessary spoiling. There was love
and discipline so that we all grew up
without any air of arrogance and our feet
firmly on the ground.”

From left to right: Faridah, Noor Hayati, Mariam, Suleiman, Tunku Abdul Rahman and Tun Sharifah Rodziah.

Tell us about your father, about his
background.
“Tunku was the son of the favourite wife
of the Sultan of Kedah, the late Sultan
Abdul Hamid Halim Shah. Although he
grew up surrounded by courtiers in the
palace, he was however one who would
at every opportunity mix around with
the commoners. In those early days, the
youngsters of the same age as him would
be the village boys. He enjoyed playing,
including football, with the rest of the
boys.
“Back then, there was still much
adherence to protocol and the Court
Retainer would have to carry him home
from school. It was based on the old
belief that the feet of royalty should
never be soiled by dirt on the ground.
Tunku of course never liked that. He

Tunku at the Penang International Airport with family members.
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From left to right: Mariam, Tun Sharifah Rodziah, Tunku Abdul Rahman, Faridah and Suleiman.

would get away from the sheltered
existence at the palace as soon as he
could to play with the other children. He
pursued his education until secondary
level in Bangkok and Penang. For
his tertiary education, he was sent to
England to pursue a law degree at
Cambridge University. The law studies
came in useful indeed during the
drafting of the constitution of the new
nation and common laws based on the
English justice system adapted for local
conditions.”
What made him go into politics? Where
did his patriotism stem from?
“Tunku was very much like his father. In
those days, the Sultan would regularly
tour the land and meet up with the
commoners to learn about issues of
concern and ways of improving the
lives of his subjects. That made contact

with people from all walks of life a
natural thing. Being down to earth and
easy-going, Tunku’s natural charisma
and charm won over many people
everywhere he went. Even as a district
officer in the then Malaya, Tunku was
often striving to improve the lot of the
common people and this often meant
clashes with the British officials. After the
turbulent years of the Second World War,
he and his like-minded friends realised
that the way forward to improve society
was to unite the different ethnic groups in
Malaya and gain independence from the
colonialists. Only when we rule ourselves,
can we then plan an equitable future for
our future generations.”
Speaking of patriotism, did he instill the
same values he had in you and your
siblings?
“Certainly, he did. He often shared his

wisdom with all his children with real life
examples and stories of his encounters.”
What was he like, as a person, a
husband and a father?
“Tunku was a very warm-hearted,
humble, obliging and often listened
to others before making his decisions.
As a husband, he was loving and
concerned for my mother’s well-being and
happiness.
“He always made sure that our needs
were met although he was often busy
with the business of running a nation.”
What was it like growing up with a
father who was leading his country to
independence?
“I never liked his long periods of being
away from home and from us, his
immediate family. Then again, which
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child would not wish to spend more time
with one’s parents? He was extremely
busy with meetings, trips within the
country, overseas diplomatic trips, etc. Yet
I understood and respected his decision
to serve and lead the nation in his
capacity as prime minister.”
Between you and your siblings, who do
you think is the most like your father?
“My brother, Tunku Ahmad Nerang
is most like my father in terms of
appearance right down to his gait.”
What advice did he always give you
when you were growing up? Was he
against anything in particular?
“He advised all his children to be
responsible and stand up for our
principles. We were advised to help
others, treat people equally, to be honest
and sincere in all that we do.
“He was very specific in things that he
was against and he advised his children
not to cheat, not to go against the law,
and do not be greedy and arrogant.”
What were his hobbies? What did your
father, as the first prime minister, do to
unwind from the stress of his duties?
“To de-stress and generally relax by doing
what he loved, my father would play
golf, have poker games with friends, and
spend quality time with the family. If he
didn’t have much time, short trips to local
destinations would suffice. He also liked
horses and enjoyed horse racing so he
would visit the turf club during weekends
when the races were held.”
Did he have any favourite cuisine?
“He loved a mixture of English and local
cuisine. During his time in England, he
developed a fondness for roast beef and
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Yorkshire pudding. Favourite local fare
included fish and chicken curry, nasi
lemak, nasi ulam, sambal belacan and
salted fish.
“He would even take the trouble to
cook for his friends by taking trips to
the old Cold Storage to purchase the
ingredients and then painstakingly
cook them in the kitchen. It was his
way of sharing joy with friends and
family.”
Any particular favourite vacationing
spots in Malaysia?
“The family would take short trips
to Penang, Gombak, Port Dickson
and Gunung Jerai. Fraser’s Hill and
Genting Highlands reminded him of
the cold weather in England and those
two places were the closest he could
get to the English weather.”
Has being the son of the founding
father had any influence on your
opinions on politics?
“He would sometimes discuss politics
with his children. As someone privy
to the intricacies of local government
all the way to running a country plus
insights into other world leaders, he
was a treasure trove of information,
formal and candid.
“He would also share true stories of
injustice to make us all aware that
it was and still is an imperfect and
complex world. When we heard
his account of social injustice, even
though we were young at the time,
we felt driven to do something. He
encouraged us to learn about what
was going on in the country but he
never encouraged any of his children
to enter politics.”

Did your father ever tell you what his
wish for Malaysia was?
“Tunku wished for Malaysia to remain
united, where everyone regardless of
race, religion and place of origin, could
live happily and harmoniously as one
people and one nation.”
Do you think your father would have
been proud of what Malaysia has
become today?
“Technologically, he would marvel at how
far we have come, all those gadgets and
conveniences that improve the lives of the
people.
“The quality of life among Malaysians has
improved over the years. We now have
so many conveniences that people during
the early years of Merdeka could only
dream of. Perhaps he might even chuckle
at the newly established international
schools, boarding schools and branches
of foreign universities that have set up
campuses in Malaysia. Maybe he might
even lobby for Cambridge University to set
up a campus here! The diverse economy
from commodities, to industries and
research plus outsourced operations run by
Malaysians in co-operation with foreign
entities are things that he would be proud
to see along with some prominent local
brands that have enjoyed success and
acclaim, regionally and internationally.
“He would, however, be horrified and
concerned by creeping racism and
extremism in its many forms that has
manifested itself within our multiracial and
multicultural society. Being an open-minded
person, Tunku would be very candid with
his thoughts and most likely tell off those
perpetrators who attempt to cause division
within this nation, which he worked so
hard to establish.”

COVER STORY

Tunku with Suleiman and Mariam.
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MERDEKA MATTERS:
A Chat with Tun Kamalul Zaman, a descendant of 16th century, historic figure
Megat Terawis. His patriotism is immortalised in some of his children’s name.
BY VANESSA R. SINGH

Tun Kamalul’s Family (Left to right) - Tun Mayday, Tun Maria, Victoria Margarita, Tun Kamalul Zaman, Tun Malaysia, and Tun Mardeka

Tell us about yourself and where you’re from
“My name is Tun Kamalul Zaman Abdul Jamal.
I was born in Ipoh, Perak, and I’m married with
one son and four daughters. My wife, Victoria
Margarita Riera Sanchez, is a Venezuelan.
We met in Kansas, United States when I was
there studying and we got married in 1989 in
Venezuela. We lived there for 12 years before
moving back to Malaysia in 2002 under the
TalentCorp Malaysian Expatriate Programme.
We will both turn 54 soon. My children are
Abdul Luis, Tun Maria, Tun Malaysia, Tun
Mayday and Tun Mardeka.
“I studied in SMK Anderson in Ipoh, where I
obtained good grades in my MCE examination
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(now known as SPM) and was awarded
a full scholarship by JPA (Public Service
Department) to pursue my first degree and
master’s degree in Computer Science in the
United States. After graduating, I got a job
in the US and was posted to Venezuela and
while I was working there, I met my wife,
Victoria.”
What was it like growing up in Ipoh?
“Oh, lovely. It was a very clean town with
a clean environment. It was also a very
colonial town with tin mines and rubber
plantations. I spent most of my childhood
playing instead of studying. We used to hunt
for black spiders, go fishing in the river, and

diving in the abandon mines. My father
was in the police field force. There is a
police field force camp in Ulu Kanta, Perak
where I spent most of my time with my
friends in the jungle, swimming in the river
and fishing.”
What inspired your parents to name you
Tun? Were they patriotic?
“Tun is a hereditary title and I’m the 18th
generation of Megat Terawis Megat
Terawan, who was the first Bendahara
to the Sultan of Perak. So as a direct
descendant of the Bendahara of Perak, all
the descendants are entitled to the name
‘Tun’. So, that’s how I got my name.
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“My parents were very patriotic, which was
also why my father joined the police force.
He wanted to protect the country from the
communist threats, and attacks in the first
(1948-1960) and second Malayan Emergency
(1968-1989, also known as the Communist
Insurgency War), as well as the IndonesiaMalaysia Confrontation. My mother was a
school teacher. They were both equally patriotic
and they instilled patriotism in me.”
Is that the same value that you’re trying instil
in your family (since you named your kids
Malaysia and Mardeka)?
“Yes, that’s right. Also because we have a
very good lineage of Megat Terawis, who
had served under Sultan Mudzaffar Shah and
the subsequent Perak sultans. So, with that
great family lineage, we feel a strong sense
of patriotism. Which is why I told my children
that we came from a great line of family who
had founded and served the Sultanate of
Perak, which goes back 18 generations, so
they should uphold and keep patriotism in their
blood.
“As for their names, they were given and
chosen by their mother, Victoria. When she was
pregnant with Malaysia, she saw a poster of
Malaysia in Venezuela that had a picture of
Shah Alam’s Blue Mosque in the background
with Malaysia written on the poster. So she
decided to name our daughter Tun Malaysia
Venecia Zaman Riera. Her second name
“Venecia” means little Venezuela. Her youngest
sister was given the name Tun Mardeka Victoria
Zaman Riera because back in 2000, we visited
the National Museum. That was when Victoria
caught a glimpse of Tunku Abdul Rahman
shouting “Merdeka! Merdeka! Merdeka!” in
a documentary that was playing during our
visit. She then asked me what Merdeka meant
and I told her it meant liberty. She then wanted
to name our daughter ‘Libertad’, a Spanish
word for liberty, but we decided to name her
Mardeka and “Victoria” as her second name,
which comes from the word victory. So this
makes her name indirectly mean the victory

of gaining independence. Although my
children were all born in Venezuela while I
was working at the United States Embassy in
Caracas, I still believed that I needed to pass
on the love and patriotic spirit I have for my
country unto them.

give to my children, do not care about what
others may say about our country as long as
we make an effort to say good things about
our country and protect it. That to me is what
it means to be patriotic and what it takes for
someone to be patriotic.

“My children are all half Malaysian and
half Venezuelan, and both Victoria and I are
very loyal to our countries. This is why we
have been very determined in planting our
patriotism and loyalty towards both countries
in our children, and they all speak English,
Malay and Spanish, fluently. I felt that my
children needed to know their background,
where they’re from, who they are, and
their country’s history. Now that we live in
Malaysia, I always find time to take them
to historic places in Malaysia to build their
knowledge of their country.

“There are many ways for people to be
patriotic and show their loyalty and love
towards their country. They can name their
child after their country or teach them the
five Rukun Negara (National Principles) of
Malaysia. As long as they know the principles
and practise that, Malaysia and Malaysians
will be a united, harmonious and peace
loving people. We have already gained
independence and hence, we must be
independent, sovereign and proud people.
We have to be proud of ourselves and proud
of who we are. Very few used to know
about Malaysia but the world has become
aware of our country now and that is a big
achievement.”

“Another way of instilling patriotism and
building up my children’s love for the country
is by enrolling them into the Malaysian martial
art of silat. I thought it was a way to educate
them about the tradition of the country. I often
talk to them about the history of Malaysia,
passing onto them the knowledge and
memories I have of Malaysia and always
reminding them to remember who they are
and where they’re from.”
What do you think it takes for a person to
be patriotic?
“Patriotism comes from within. When one
is patriotic, one feels it from within. It has to
come from your heart. It is the love for your
country, when you feel that this is the only
country you know of and which you grew
up in, and you have in you the feeling that
your country is worth fighting or living for.
Being patriotic means a way we feel about
something you cherish and love, for the love
of our country, and even though people
may say bad things about Malaysia but it is
our country and we have to fight for it and
defend it. Always give it a good name and
protect it with love. That is the example I

How do you normally celebrate Merdeka?
Do you have a special yearly tradition?
“Yes, we do. Every year, I take my family to
Dataran Merdeka and we celebrate it there.
They usually have the Merdeka Parade, so we
go there every year and we arrive as early as
5am to make sure we get a good seat.”
What does Merdeka mean to you?
“It means to me that we are liberated from
the yoke of colonialism, that we are able to
run our own country by ourselves, and for
me, Merdeka means a lot. Especially to those
people who have fought and died to make
sure that our country is free from internal and
external attacks. Also because of my father,
who fought in the first and second Malayan
Emergency as well as during the IndonesiaMalaysia Confrontation. To these men, they
have earned their Merdeka. The younger
Malaysian generation has greatly benefited
from their sacrifices. We owe it to them for
our Merdeka.”
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PRINCIPLES OF
SUCCESS
ACCORDING TO

JACK MA

What can you learn from the
founder of Alibaba?
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

Scrolling through social media platforms, you
cannot possibly miss Jack Ma’s name making
headlines on news portals. He has attracted the
attention of the media mainly because of his
animated speeches and bold claims
(it also helps that he is a billionaire genius that is
behind the Chinese internet behemoth, Alibaba).
This month, we look at the words said by the
former English teacher who failed the college
entrance exam twice, yet became the founder of a
multibillion dollar corporation.
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On Giving Up

“I failed three times in college, I applied
30 times to get a job but I had always
been rejected. When KFC came to
China for the first time, there were 24
applicants and I was the only one to be
dismissed. I applied 10 times to return
to Harvard University, USA and I was
rejected.”
“If you don’t give up, you still have a
chance.”
“Giving up is the greatest failure.”
“No matter how tough the chase is, you
should always have the dream you saw
on the first day. It’ll keep you motivated
and rescue you (from any weak
thoughts).”
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“Never give up, today is hard, tomorrow is
harder, but the day after tomorrow will be
sunshine.”

“If we are a good team and know what
we want to do, one of us can defeat ten of
them.”

On Starting a Company

“If you want to win in the 21st century, you
have to empower others, making sure other
people are better than you are. Then you
will be successful.”

“If you want to grow, find a good
opportunity. Today, if you want to be a great
company, think about what social problem
you could solve.”
“Opportunities lie in the place where the
complaints are.”
“The scariest thing about starting up is the
inability to see, to be snobbish, to be unable
to understand what is going on, as well as
being unable to keep up with the pace.”
“A leader should be a visionary and have
more foresight than an employee.”

On Ethics

“Never deceive others, in business or
in life. In 1995, I was deceived by four
companies – four companies that are
now closed. A company cannot go far by
deceit.”

On Competition

“You should learn from your competitor but
never copy. Copy and you die.”

On Personal Life

“It’s very difficult to know the outside
world, but you know yourself. You know
your needs and what you want. If I know
myself better, I can change myself to
meet the outside world.”
“No matter how successful you are in
your career, you must always remember
that we are here to live. Keep yourself
busy working, you will surely regret it.”
“You never know how much can you do
in your life.”
So there you have it, nuggets of wisdom
by the billionaire genius himself. Which
is your favourite quote? Follow us on
Facebook and send your comment to us.
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THE KEY To

CYBER
SAFETY
BY KATHLYN URSULA D’SOUZA
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uch like Nature, the
Internet is a force to be
reckoned with. Its power
is immeasurable, and Bill
Gates’ prophecy about
the Internet becoming the town square of
a global village is fulfilled these days. To
some, it is magic but at the other end, it
can be and will be treacherous if one isn’t
too wary about what transpires in there.
For many years, Internet safety has always
been fixated on kids and young adults
(especially after the R.AGE pedophilia
bust case), but even adults now could
use a few smart moves and a dose of
awareness.

Sharing while caring

We have a tendency to document every
single dish, moment, outfit or look. We
all do that. It’s a great way to connect
(and show off, let’s be honest) to friends
and family, but that can also make you
vulnerable. While flicking through options
to enhance your photo and picking
the perfect filter to emphasise your best
features, take time to examine whether
anything behind you or around you is
giving you away such as a car licence
plate, a house address – anything that
can be a lead to tracking you down.

Profuse profiles

With social networking sites like
Facebook, LinkedIn and the likes, it is
easy to over-share, especially when
it comes to personal information.
Harmless things such as your employment
information or age may make you
susceptible to crimes such as identity theft
and cyber stalking. Think twice before
you put something up for the world to see,
otherwise you might just end up finding
someone else who looks exactly like you
with the same job and same interests on
the other side of the world.

Privacy policy

We are all guilty of clicking “I agree” to
the Terms and Conditions pages without

as much as reading the first line … but
if you’re a bit suspicious of a company’s
policy before buying something off
the Internet, try to find the time to read
through its privacy policy – and make
sure that it would never share or sell your
personal data to anyone else before
clicking “Purchase”.

Phishing – don’t take the
bait

Ever received an email that just seemed
like it was sent legitimately from a
company asking for your banking details,
full name and password? I’m sure you’re
aware. However, these days, along with
our growing awareness, Phishers always
seem to find their way around the scams.
PayPal and eBay are two of the most
common sites for Phishers, as research has
shown. They may come in many forms
and “companies”, but if you’re unsure
about the authenticity, ring the website
directly to find out whether they’ve tried
contacting you.

Take your accounts into
account

Online buying has never been easier.
While you only need a credit card to
get whatever you need without actually
leaving the house, check your credit
activity from time to time. If there was a
purchase you do not recall ever making or
if something seems a bit sketchy such as
a RM4,000 purchase in Beijing, contact
your credit card company immediately.

Google yourself

Google is your best friend, a dictionary,
a spell checker, the answer to even
the silliest question ever and also very,
very accurate. If you have the time, try
Googling yourself to see if everything you
see checks out. If you’ve suddenly got an
account on Instagram that you weren’t
aware of, or a separate Facebook
account that you swear you would never
make, report it. Be aware of your Internet
presence, no matter how big or small it
may be.

Creative P455W0RD5

Honestly, it is certainly easier to use
your pet’s name or your sweetheart’s
birthdate but if it’s memorable and
easy to recall, that’s probably a bad
thing. So take it from us, the more
complicated, the better. Also, don’t
reuse a password for multiple accounts.
If ever your password gets discovered,
there’ll be a whole lot of trouble.

Click with care

There are some links that might be
tempting to click, despite how shady
they may look. It’s important to be
careful at all times, even with email
attachments as they may be loaded
with viruses. Email accounts are easily
hacked these days, and even if the
email did come from someone you
know, tread lightly.

Use protection

Even your PC and phones need
protection against unknown and
outside sources, so be sure to have one
(or multiple, you never know) installed
and keep them updated regularly.

Reading isn’t believing

That “prince” from some well-off country
promised to wire you cash in exchange
for some services? Nah, we are sure
you can do without all that fake money.

The outside world

Since the advent of online dating apps
such as Tinder, there has been a rise in
sexual predator cases. While it is hard
to truly gauge if your potential partner
has those dimples that you have always
liked or if he or she really is a closet
poet and a true romantic, arranging
a personal meeting with someone
you met online should be in a public,
crowded place. Be sure to inform those
close to you about your plans, just in
case the closet poet is hiding a criminal
past … you never know!
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MAKAN-MAKAN WITH THE STARS

Vanessa R. Singh speaks to Cikgu Fitness

KEVIN ZAHRI
Does his name ring a bell? Founder of Malaysia’s largest weight loss programme – Jom Kurus, spoke
to us about his eating regime. If you’re struggling to lose weight, think you’re not doing it right, or
obsessing over the number on the scale rather than your health, then have a read and see if you can
get a few tips out of Kevin on how to do it right.
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MAKAN-MAKAN WITH THE STARS

Porterhouse (Beato Steakhouse)

before but if I’d ask you to explain why the ratio
is such, many are not sure. Hence #2 again.
Chicken Breast Schnitzels

Hey Kevin, tell us about yourself.
My name is Kevin Zahri or affectionately known
as Cikgu Fitness. I am the founder of Malaysia’s
largest weight loss programme called Jom Kurus
which is entering its 7th season this August.
How did you get into your career?
I have always been into sports (competitive
and leisure). I got into fitness whilst studying
mechanical engineering in Boston. Coming back
post-studies, I started writing for local fitness
magazines in 2003 and one thing led to another.
What’s your daily diet like?
Most people think that I eat super healthy or
clean but you’d be surprised that my diet is not
too different from that of you reading this post. I
have a decent balance of good and at times “not
so good” choices. I’d say 75% good and 25%
not so good.
When it comes to guilty pleasures in food, what
are your favourites?
Chocolates, chocolates, chocolates! I have some
EVERY DAY but again in moderation.
Name us 3 Malaysian food that you absolutely
cannot live without.
I am big on ayam goreng berempah or ayam
goreng kunyit, cekodok pisang and nasi lemak
(with ayam goreng berempah of coz).
Share with us a few of your favourite dining
places, or even coffee haunts. What are your
favourite dishes there?
I am a protein guy, so I am huge on steaks and
chicken. For steaks I love going to Las Vacas or
Beato Steakhouse (both are around Mont Kiara).
They’re not cheap, I know, but if you want a
good steak, you can’t compromise. Being a
coffee lover (black no sugar), I am not so much
about coffee joints but rather I like buying various
beans and brew them at home.
Do you cook? Any signature dishes of yours?
I do! Protein dishes, lol. I make decent roast
chicken, beef stew, rendang and chicken breast
schnitzels.

As a fitness guru, what are your tips for eating
healthy?
Balance and happiness are key. Balance here
does not have to be your pyramid diet. It can be,
but it’s finding a balance between healthy and
not so healthy food choices that allows you to
maintain or pursue your fitness/weight goals but
also allows you to enjoy the food and be HAPPY.
That is the key to a sustainable diet plan. Most
people try to make changes too drastically (by
following popular fitness models on social media)
but often, it makes them moody and unhappy.
Don’t follow anyone’s diet. Instead, build your
own.
How do you keep yourself healthy and
looking/feeling good?
My friends always tell me that I have the best
work-life balance of anyone they know. I work
from home, spend plenty of hands-on hours with
my two kids, help thousands improve their lives
and make a decent living from it.
Yes, you may say that I am “lucky” to be where
I am but I envisioned this life since I was a teen
and worked towards it. I know that makes me
happy and live my life accordingly. It’s happiness
that drives my decision-making and being healthy
is a key component to my happiness.
Losing weight has been the talk of the town
and people are determined to keep in shape
these days. What is the best way to achieve
their goal?
1. You gotta decide for yourself to make that
change. No one can force you to.
2. You need know-how. It empowers you to take
control of your own health, weight and fitness.
You’d be surprised how little most people know
about weight loss.
3. Don’t follow any online diet or workout.
Instead, from the how, why, when, etc. so that
you can adopt to your needs, ability and goals.
4. Nutrition is 80% of your success or failure.
Sure you probably have heard this many times

5. You can lose weight without exercise (let’s be
real, there will be times where you have no time
to exercise). Most people are surprised by this
fact. Again, the importance of #2.
6. Have fun and enjoy the journey. People are
obsessed with pain-stacking high-intensity fitness
routines; it does not have to be that way. Sure
they seem cool and are effective, but you could
stick to badminton or gardening and still lose the
same amount of weight.
7. Join me and 100 other fitness trainers for our
Jom Kurus 1Malaysia weight loss campaign.
www.cabaranjomkurus.com
How can they keep fit and healthy without
obsessing over the numbers on the scale?
The obsession with the scale is what it is... no
matter how many words I say about not hitting
the scale daily, many readers (especially women,
including my lovely wife) will do just that. There
is nothing wrong with weighing oneself, but the
understanding of what moves the scale is just
as important. Water retention, muscle gain from
training, etc. can all have an impact on one’s
weight. I always tell clients, a mirror will tell you
exactly what you need to know. You don’t need
a scale to tell you that you need to lose weight.
What do you look forward to this year, in
terms of career and personal life?
I was supposed to take a whole year off work
and just hang out with my two awesome kids. I
did that for half a year but to be honest, by April
I missed work and got pretty restless. So for the
second half of the year I am looking forward to
getting back to business but as always, I’ll still
continue to spend plenty of quality time with my
kids.
Lastly, what fuels and inspires you?
Hmmm tough one. Life itself is super inspiring
but can also be extremely cruel. When I was
younger I was worried about dying young
without having left my mark on the world. So, the
fuel or desire to live up to my own expectations
was high. Now I am more relaxed. I feel that
even if I die today, my work and legacy will live
on. I am still super stoked about plans I have
for the future (family and career) but I am more
relaxed about life in general. I am happy.
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PATISSEZ
Not for the Faint-Hearted
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

Same row with Raj’s Banana Leaf Rice,
Number 76 Hair Salon,
and Premier Clinic Bangsar)
42, Jalan Telawi, Bangsar Kuala Lumpur
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his new addition to the food
scene in Bangsar has created
quite the hype through
social media and even by
word-of-mouth so much so
it caught our attention. From photos,
we were immediately tempted to take
on the Freakshakes that originated from
Canberra, Australia. Before you worry
about consuming the enormous jar of
calories, ask yourself if you could live
without trying something so glorious at
least once in your life? You only live
once, after all.

From left to right; Like a Velvet, Mint Condition,
Pretz and Muddy Freakshakes.

Deliciously thick and addictively
sugary (on an acceptable level) the
Freakshake comes in Chocolate Mint,
Red Velvet, Chocolate Fudge, and
Nutella Pretzels flavours and is served
in a gluttonous glass jar topped with
brownies, marshmallows, pretzels,
whipped cream... excuse us while we
salivate. Even with the existence of other
contenders, Patissez stands out for its
unrivaled original recipes from Canberra,
Australia. If for some crazy reason you
wouldn’t fancy a Freakshake, Patissez
also serves aromatic and bold artisanal
coffee. Coffee afficianados should
definitely try the traditional iced coffee
which is prepared with a double shot
of espresso, poured over French vanilla
ice cream, Monin real vanilla syrup and
macadamia white chocolate mousse. For
non-caffeine lovers, you can try their hot
or iced chocolate which is made from
homemade chocolate ganache with your
choice of milk or soy.
After attending their impressive opening
night which attracted hoards of people
queuing up just to get a piece of the
pie (shake, in this case) we expect
Freakshakes from Patissez to become this
year’s gourmet burger.

Freak Burger
What do you get when you put
together a blend of minced beef,
smoked chicken bacon, American
cheddar, housemade BBQ sauce and
chicken bacon jam topped with warm
buns? Gastronomic transcendence.
The moist and tender meat, the warmth
of the smoked chicken bacon, the
creaminess of the cheese and savoury
flavours from all the meat were brought
together in harmonious unity by the
BBQ sauce.
Herby Roasted Mushroom
& Mashed Avo
You can opt for this if you want lighter
and heartier options, especially if you
love having avocado for breakfast.
It comes with aromatic herb-roasted
mushrooms with two poached eggs
and mashed avocado over toast.
Salmon Scramble
The perfect scramble with delicate
slices of salmon topped with mashed
avocado is perfection in its simplicity
whilst featuring premium ingredients.
We truly enjoyed this dish and would
probably return for it as a nutritious
treat before we begin the day.
Smoked Salmon & Spinach
Best pasta dish we’ve ever had. It
is not as heavy as the texture may
suggest and each bite invites you
to have more. There was no doubt
that this was made with experienced
hands. I didn’t even add any
seasonings such as dried chilli flakes
because the creamy depths of the
sauce brought out the freshness of
the smoked salmon while the spinach
added heartiness to the whole plate.

Freak Burger, Smoked Salmon & Spinach and Mocha Coffee.
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(Top to bottom) : Retro Duck Chilli Aglio Olio, Red Wine Pork Chop,
Retro Pork Steak, Smoked Pork Bacon & Leek Aglio, Mushroom Bruschetta
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Retro Kitchen
A family-friendly fare

Non-halal

BY VANESSA R. SINGH

F

ormer Malaysian rugby
player hailing from Sabah,
is a family oriented man,
Abel Evander Makajil. He
learned how to cook from his
grandmother at the age of seven and
that was his inspiration to start cooking.
Abel pursued his culinary dream at
Taylor’s University and has worked in a
few hotels ever since.
Previously known as Mojo, Retro Kitchen
was a bar bistro and has now been
developed into a family restaurant by
Abel and his partner, Anne. If you’re
often around SS2 in Petaling Jaya, you’ll
find that the surroundings of Retro Kitchen
is filled with bars, cafes and bistros
that serve bistro food, and is lacking
in family restaurants. The bistro-turnedfamily-restaurant is off to a good start
after a revamp and a whole new menu.
Looking for a homely restaurant to enjoy
a meal with your family where you don’t
have to worry about cigarette smoke?
Retro Kitchen is alcohol-free and a nosmoking restaurant. Inspired by French
cuisine, it offers a range of innovative
comfort food in its menu.
During my visit, I was served a starter
- their best-selling Mushroom Bruschetta
- which were three slices of bruschetta
served with creamy sauteed mushrooms.
It was a surprising change from the usual
olive oil sauteed mushrooms served at
most joints. If you’re worried that bread
and cream would be a heavy start, fret
not, as it is not a very big slice and
although creamy, it doesn’t leave you
feeling full. I then got to try their best-

seller, the Retro Kitchen Pork Steak which
was the first dish created by Chef Abel
for his restaurant and it is also featured
on TripAdvisor. What makes their pork
steak special is that it’s not simply fried.
It is cooked involving a combination
of baking and roasting which makes it
stand out from your typical pork chop.
It is served with baked new potatoes
and some salad with their housemade
barbecue sauce comprising garlic,
onion, shallots, chilli, mustard and
paprika. Red wine lovers, you have
the option of their signature Red Wine
Pork Chop which as its name states, is
cooked in a red wine sauce and served
with baked new potatoes and salad
too. They both taste equally good but
I personally prefer the best-selling pork
steak as its combination of the sweet and
savoury barbecue sauce complements
the pork beautifully. It’ll keep you coming
back for more.
Prefer something not so meaty and light?
They have a variety of soup, snacks,
pasta, pizza, burgers, wraps, as well
as a few local delicacies. Next, I got
to try two different versions of the aglio
olio. First, the Smoked Pork Bacon &
Leek Aglio cooked with garlic, onion and
dried chilli flakes. It may sound like a
carbonara dish missing its creamy base
but it isn’t. I’m an avid fan of aglio olio
and I have to say that the next dish has
given me a reason to go back to Retro
Kitchen. The Retro Duck Chilli Aglio Olio
was enjoyable even though I am truly
not a fan of duck. I enjoyed the saltiness
from the slow-roasted duck together with
the little kick from the birds-eye chilli.
Every mouthful was a delight to say the
least.

If you prefer pizza, try their specialty
pizza, Marco Polo. Its ingredients
include minced pork with a
combination of cream and tomato
sauce as its base. Try it for yourself to
figure out what the other ingredients
are. On another note, having
travelled through the United Kingdom
and tasted various fish and chips, I
understand how difficult it is to find
one that’s not bland and filled with
batter. Chef Abel offers his very own
version of fish and chips, with the fish
specially marinated before it is fried
to give you the perfectly tasty battered
fish. I was pleasantly surprised at the
portion served here - you actually
get an entire fish fillet served on your
plate. It is also one of their best-selling
dishes and often sells out fast.
Humble chef Abel said that a family
meal at a restaurant is never complete
without your grandparents, which is
the kind of experience and he aims
for here. He has received comments
about his generous amount of food at
a very generous price. His comment
on it was that he wanted customers
to be more than just customers, and
for them to come back for the food
and family experience rather than the
cheap food.
New items to look forward to in
the near future are the Pork Belly
Curry Pasta, Pork Ribs and Pork
Knuckle. They have a little room that
is available for holding events and
parties. It can accommodate up to
30 people and catering services are
available upon request.

No. 8 Mezzanine Floor, Jalan SS2 / 61, 47300 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
+603 78730036
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Rama V
Revamping Old School Thai
5 Jalan U-Thant, Kuala Lumpur
Tel: +603 2143 2663
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

(Top to bottom) : Seafood Tom Yam in Young Coconut Soup, Thai BBQ Australian Beef with Green Curry Sauce,
Chor Ladda, Steamed Seabass in Gaeng Som Sauce, Pamelo Salad.
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Rama V interior dining area with private chalet view.

R

ama V (Rama Five), nestled in
Kuala Lumpur at Jalan U-Thant,
is at first glance an opulent
yet traditional restaurant in a
stand-alone bungalow. With
the ever-growing ethnic food scene in
the heart of the city, it may be difficult to
find modern interpretations of traditional
cuisines. But we found ourselves to be
quite fortunate to discover a culinary
retreat in this two-decade old Thai
restaurant. After a three-month wait from
March 2016, when Rama V had to halt
its operations in order to make way for a
makeover, we arrived to not just admire
the revamped look but also to sample its
modern take of traditional Thai cuisine.
Serenity in Simplicity
The interior offered an eclectic mix of
classic and contemporary designs which
soon revealed to be the fundamental
concept of the dishes served. The modern
architecture incorporated glass windows
where walls would traditionally have
existed. While it is modern, many of
the details in the design incorporated a
subtle amount of Thai cultural iconography
decor which enhanced the tranquil
ambience. Upon entering, we were
greeted by a spacious room with dark
wood interior and elusive pastel coloured
sofas complimented by dimmed lights.
Often times, corporate events are held
in this restaurant so to meet the needs

of their clients, they have added a fullfledged polished bar and lounge area
where patrons can unwind and even
indulge themselves in wine pairings
with their chosen aperitifs. From the
looks of the space, it won’t be long till
events pertaining to lifestyle or even live
music are organised here. If you have a
special event in mind, this venue that can
accommodate up to 300 people would
be ideal for cocktail parties, weddings
or even corporate events.
Menu Highlights
Chor Ladda
Our starter was a purple flower-shaped
dumpling stuffed with minced chicken
and peanut. It has been around in
the menu for a while and there is a
reason to it. Other than its appealing
presentation of blue-tinged dumpling in a
flower shape, the flavour of the minced
chicken with peanut was an excellent
pairing with the delicate texture of the
dumpling.
Pomelo Salad
The key to a great salad and especially
a Thai salad is the right ingredients of
the freshest quality. Despite the limitations
of my Thai cuisine knowledge aside, I
found this pomelo salad truly wonderful.
The delicious combination of succulent
pomelo, plump shrimp and freshly

roasted peanuts was a refreshing
experience that brought back memories
of the trip I took to Bangkok about a
year ago.
Seafood Tom Yum Soup in Young
Coconut
What is a Thai food experience
without Tom Yum? Blasphemy. The
smell of the spicy yet tangy goodness
of the soup permeated as it arrived at
our table. Staying true to the authenthic
flavour that balances the strong flavours
of lemongrass, kaffir lime leaves, fresh
Thai chillies that all combine to create
a hearty and soothing broth that lights
up your taste buds. We have never
seen tom yum served in a young
coconut but it has certainly added
depth to the flavour and experience.
Thai BBQ Australian Beef with Green
Curry Sauce
The modern intrepretation of Thai
cuisines was more apparent with this
dish. Having tender Australian beef
drenched in the creamy green curry
gravy was an enjoyable experience. It
was not as heavy as anticipated and
yet the flavour was an emphasised
version of the traditional green curry
with a denser texture. Definitely worth
a try if you should visit Rama V for the
first time or as a regular who has not
tried this before.
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The Lip-Smacking Salted Egg
Seafood Spaghetti Carbonara

YELLOW
APRON
Fusion food at its finest!
BY VANESSA R. SINGH

A

rriving at the front door, I fell in
love with the interior minimalist
décor with a dash of blue from
the restaurant’s comfortablelooking sofas by the window
and the pop of yellow from their canteenlike chairs, stools and single-seater couch.
Despite the minimal décor, the wide space,
fresh colours and sunlight shining through its
glass windows gave me a warm and fuzzy
welcome.
Owned by Humble Pie’s editor-turned-baker
and now chef, Eugene Ng, joining forces
with a few other business partners including
general manager, Andre Boudville, they
opened up this joint in January 2016. Yellow
Apron is a pork-free joint that serves a broad
range of Asian fusion food (preferably
known as modern Malaysian cuisine).
Their menu is a collection of ideas from the
owners, business partners and cooks, as
they recognised that every individual has
different taste in food and Malaysians’ taste
have changed. Everyone pretty much eats
everything these days, especially because
as Malaysians, we are adventurous like
that. Their menu will tell you that they draw
influences from various cultures – Indian,
Cambodian, Filipino, Malay, Chinese,
Western, you name it.
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Fantastically Fusion Fried Chicken
Burger

I am a big lover of both fried chicken and
sambal belacan so when I saw this on the
menu, I knew I couldn’t miss it. The soft
house-made burger bun (from their own
bakery) wrapped around the deep-fried
buttermilk belacan-brind whole chicken
thigh (with skin!) cooked with turmeric and
chilli powder is served with purple and
white cabbage coleslaw, sambal belacan,
fried egg, cranberry apple pecan kale
salad and a cream cheese dip. To top
off the meal, you have a choice of their
flavourful potato wedges, thinly sliced
chips or onion rings. The combination of
sambal belacan and buttermilk chicken
in a burger may sound weird to you but
it tastes just as good as KFC. But really,
would you ever give up fried chicken for
anything else?

Assam Kind of Wonderful Laksa

When we saw the bowl being carried
towards us, we were just wowed. It looked
like something that would be served at a
fine dining restaurant coming in that bowl.
It is safe to say, it’s a luxurious take on a
hawker favourite served in a three-type-fish
sour and spicy broth (a little on the spicy
side), lashings of fish meat, Ipoh-sourced rice
noodles, red chillies, bunga kantan, mint
leaves, red onion, pineapple, cucumber,
and sweet prawn paste. Wow was that
a mouthful! Definitely a worthy mouthful of
bursting flavours.

Lip-Smacking Salted Egg Seafood
Spaghetti Carbonara

As Eugene says, this dish quite accurately
represents what Yellow Apron is all about.
Are you taking this in? Carbonara AND
salted egg – I honestly think that the

Fantastically Fusion Fried Chicken Burger

combination in itself is every Malaysian’s
mouth-watering dream. Served with a
generous amount of seafood – two tiger
prawns and two green mussels on a bed of
spaghetti served the Italian way where the
sauce doesn’t comprise any cream nor milk
but made by whisking eggs and cheese
to provide you with the perfect creamy
coating. Adding the east side to the dish,
their carbonara is served with fried ikan bilis,
salted egg yolk, curry leaves, asparagus,
parmesan cheese, chilli flakes and black
pepper. Be prepared for an explosion of
east-meets-west.

Besto Asian Pesto Sea bass Spaghetti

When my dining partner and I saw the dish,
we were slightly stunned by the choice of
ingredients. I personally had never seen
pesto served with a pan-seared sea bass
fillet before, which was why it came as a
surprise but it was interesting. Their spaghetti
is tossed in an Asian-style coriander pesto
with walnuts, served with sun-dried tomatoes,
salted fish, parmesan cheese and chilli flakes.
The crispiness of the pan-seared sea bass’
skin and its soft flesh worked very well with
the sharp flavours from the pesto.

Assam Kind of Wonderful Laksa

Mocktails

I had never seen anything as beautifully
coloured as their mocktails. We tried the Life’s
a Peach! which was a refreshing mixture of
orange and cranberry juice with peach syrup
(seriously thirst-quenching), and the Blue Up,
Doll! which contained pineapple and orange
juice with a splash of giffard blue curacao (it
looked like the deep blue sea waiting for you
to jump in).

Desserts

Passionate about supporting local produces,
Yellow Apron brings in their ice cream from
E.T.A.L ranging from passion fruit sorbet,
green tea, durian (sells out fast), mango,
cookies and cream, and their special salted
egg yolk with curry leaves. If you’re a fan
of milkshakes, they can turn their strawberry,
chocolate and mango ice cream into
milkshakes just for you. They also serve a
variety of cakes from their very own joint,
Humble Pie.
Pies from the Humble Pie are coming
to Yellow Apron, soon!

Heritage Centre
No. 3 Jalan 13/6, Seksyen 13,
462000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
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It’s chicken with butter
Which makes it a whole lot better

BUTTERMILK CHICKEN
BY VANESSA R. SINGH

Gold Chilli

Strawberry Fields Cafe

I know people who have travelled from all over to come to
this spot for their creamy butter chicken. It’s the flavour that’s
indescribable and that’s just about all that makes it awesome
and a must-try. Prepare for queues at lunch and dinner time
as pretty much everyone in the area comes here for their
food. What are you waiting for? Head on over!

If you consider PJ your “spot”, then you must have at least heard
about this place or dined here more than once. The chicken is
positively drowning in creamy goodness, drenching the rice that
accompany the meal. This is truly a meal meant to be savoured.
Simple yet effective is this meal’s motto, because how can
something so nondescript taste so amazing? We don’t know for
sure, but we love it.

7 Jalan SS15/8B, 47500 Subang Jaya, Selangor

Lot 14 Jalan Tengah, 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

Panini Cafe
Tired of the usual butter chicken? Panini offers three different
dishes that involve butter chicken. You also have the option
of creamy butter chicken with salted egg or their creamy
butter chicken pasta. The chicken pieces at Panini’s are
seasoned before being deep-fried to golden crisp
perfection and then topped off with their slightly sweet
yet savoury, spicy yet creamy buttermilk sauce. You’ll
get the fragrance of curry leaves with every bite.
The chicken can also be substituted with fish. It may
be hard to find as it’s a pretty small restaurant in the
middle of Desa Pandan but hey, it’s called a food
hunt after all!
24 Jalan 1/76C, Desa Pandan
55100 Kuala Lumpur
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Jibril
Have you been to SS15’s Sangkaya ice cream shop? If you
look closer at the bricked wall, you’ll notice that it is actually
an entrance - push on it and it’ll bring you into the secret
speakeasy-styled halal restaurant. It may look like a cocktail
bar but it’s not. This place gives other outlets a run for their
money! At Jibril’s, it’s no ordinary butter chicken. They’ve
made it extra sinful by serving Salted Egg Butter Chicken. Just
imagine crispy fried chicken with salted egg topped off with
buttermilk sauce. Are you drooling yet? Wait till you taste their
also-famous Butter Chicken Chop Pasta. This place calls for a
butter chicken overload.
25 Jalan SS15/4B, Subang Jaya, Selangor

Mohammad Chow
Located in the heart of Damansara Perdana is this Chinese
Muslim kitchen for those of you who can’t steer away from either
your Chinese or Muslim roots. Located next to Pizza Hut, this
bright red restaurant is sure to attract your eyes. Serving the best
of butter chicken in Damansara, Mohammad Chow’s deep-fried
chicken fillets are bathed in a perfect blend of creamy butter and
evaporated milk, seasoned with fresh curry leaves and topped off
with cili padi.
3-1 Jalan PJU 8/5H Damansara Perdana Business Center,
47820 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

Bert’s
This charming little spot is nestled in the neighbourhood of U12,
Shah Alam. The family-run establishment may be small in size but
it is certainly huge on appeal. Decked in the necessary trimmings
of a cafe, is a cosy place to relax and eat, as well as bond with
your family over a shared meal. Bert’s creamy butter chicken comes
in a generous portion boneless chicken dipped in special batter,
then deep-fried with a healthy dose of cili padi and their very own
creamy butter sauce that has been claimed to be one of the best
by their customers in the area. I personally think it’s worth a try. The
cili padi in the dish brings a kick to it - get your fix of their crazy
yummy Creamy Butter Chicken for only RM14.90!
36-1 Jalan Selasih KU12/K, Taman Cahaya Alam,
40170 Shah Alam, Selangor
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Sri Petaling
If there was a country for foodies, they’d name it Sri Petaling. This place is strategically located on
the south side of the city, close to familiar landmarks such as Happy Garden, Kuchai Lama and
Bukit Jalil. Going here means you’d be spoiled with choices from hawker favourites to international
cuisines that are all easily accessible. Café-hopping is definitely an activity that can be done within
the area since their cafes are all close to each other. The varieties of food here are astonishing and
it is definitely worth the visit. Just in case you need pointers on what to eat when you arrive, we’ve
listed our picks of Sri Petaling’s culinary delights.
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

The Incredibles

Mango Salad

It might look like just another big breakfast but 103 Coffee
Workshop has added some surprises such as the Cajun
sautéed mushroom, umami-packed Nori cheese baked beans,
juicy cherry tomato wrap bacon and perfect Japanese-style
omelette. Pair your glorious breakfast with their specialty coffee
brew where you can get hints of caramel, hazelnut and milk
chocolate. Just a small note to our female readers, the waiters
are not hard to look at and they provide excellent service for
all.

Top class presentation with beautiful colour combinations of
different ingredients was our first impression. With a heavy
heart we cracked open the ‘basket’ and it revealed fresh lettuce,
apple, mango, raisins and dried fruits. We then placed them
onto the crackers and ate them together. Having been on the
menu for 12 years, each mouthful of the wet salad that offers
tangy yet sweet flavours tells us why it has sustained for as long
as it did. Come here for a culinary experience that combines
fusion elements in each dish and to do it justice, come in
groups.

103 Coffee Workshop
No. 103, Jalan Radin Bagus,
57000 Bandar Baru Sri Petaling, Kuala Lumpur

Fusion Haven Café and Restaurant
45 Jalan Radin Anum Satu, Sri Petaling,
57000 Kuala Lumpur

(Non Halal)
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Pork Belly in Korean
Chilli Paste
(Non Halal)

Korean food lovers, there is something in Sri Petaling for you too.
Indulge in the rich spices and hot barbeque at Mi Na Rae. Just a
couple of shops away from Tutti Fruitti, you can get your Korean
food fix in this brightly-decorated establishment. It is also known
for its hearty stews and soups. Meat lovers will certainly enjoy
the succulent and tender servings that can be cooked in several
different styles and paired with side dishes, which makes good
value for money.
Mi Na Rae
39, Jalan Radin Bagus, Sri Petaling, Kuala Lumpur

Pork Chop and Fried Egg in
Steamed Rice Bowl
(Non Halal)

Among the plethora of cafés available in Sri Petaling, we made
our way to Wayne’s Café as it stands reputable among food
bloggers especially for its roast pork. We were impressed with
the cut of pork that was lean, lightly moist and savoury with every
mouthful. We even enjoyed the pork skin cracklings which was
simply addictive. All in all it is a decent cafe with food suitable
for young and old with a reasonable price point.
Wayne’s Café
10 Jalan Radin Bagus 6, Sri Petaling, Kuala Lumpur

3 Colour Rice
Ten Years Restaurant shines the spotlight on local food found
at every corner in Malaysia and puts it under one roof. During
our visit, we sampled the signature dish that came with a
perfect square structure of three different types of rice, Nasi
Kuning (Tawau) , Nasi Lemak (Kuala Lumpur) and Nasi Kerabu
(Kelantan). The dish also comes with a sensational serving of
Ayam Masak Merah so you can experiment with the flavours
in different ways without the guilt of eating too much. An
exciting foodie experience in just one dish is what you can
expect when you eat here.
Ten Years Restaurant
No.1 , Jalan Radin Bagus 6, Bandar Baru Sri Petaling,
57000, Kuala Lumpur
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The ultimate fix for any day

CRÈME BRÛLÉE
Crème brûlée is arguably one of the hardest treats
to perfect. There are so many things that can go
wrong with this “burnt cream” dessert originating
from France. Half of the pleasure comes from
cracking the crust with a spoon, and the other
half from the explosive, creamy and sinful flavour.
We’ve rounded up some of the best crème
brûlées in town for you to have a go.
BY KATHLYN URSULA D’SOUZA

VANILLA CRÈME BRÛLÉE
@ MOUSSANDRA
This Mediterranean joint can cook up a mean vanilla
crème brûlée if you’d like something delicate. The
dessert matches the entire place’s atmosphere, simple
and charming in its rusticity. Their vanilla crème brûlée
is rich and creamy, with a portion that one can surely
manage even after a huge meal. Plus, isn’t the heartshaped caramelised sugar just adorable?
A1-1-8 1, Jalan Dutamas 1, Solaris Dutamas,
50480 Kuala Lumpur

CRÈME BRÛLÉE OF GOOSE LIVER
MOUSSE STUFFED WITH DRIED
FRUIT, TROPICAL FRUIT COMPOTE,
COMPRESSED ROCK MELON AND
SALAD LEAVES
@ RENOMA CAFÉ
Now, if you’re looking for something completely unique,
the name alone is enough to pique the interest. If you’re
worried about how the foie gras crème brûlée would turn
out, worry not. The accompaniments are well thought out
and you’ll find that everything is in perfect tandem.
Celcom Taman Segar, 62, Jalan Manis 3,
Taman Segar, 56100 Kuala Lumpur
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CINNAMON CRÈME BRÛLÉE
@ BRULEE BRASSERIE
With a brasserie that claims crème brûlée as their
flagship product, you’re most certain that they would not
disappoint. They’ve got so many flavours apart from the
one we’re recommending, and each day’s offerings differ,
so be sure to ask them what’s on the menu for the day. All
are equally delish.
B-2-1 Casa Tropicana Condominium Jalan,
Persiaran Tropicana, Petaling Jaya

CHESTNUT CRÈME BRÛLÉE
@ CILANTRO RESTAURANT AND WINE BAR
For an award-winning French-Japanese restaurant, there is no way that they’d pass up a chance to savour
their crème brûlée. Chestnuts are already different in terms of nutrition and in a culinary sense. The sweet,
nutty taste complements the creamy, rich texture of this dessert. We’re absolutely nuts for this.
368, Jalan Tun Razak, Taman U Thant, 55000 KL

LAVENDER CRÈME BRÛLÉE
@ MANDARIN GRILL, MANDARIN
ORIENTAL HOTEL
If you’ve always stuck to the original, traditional crème
brûlée and would like to try something with a bit of a
twist without going too overboard on the flavours, we
suggest you try this one at Mandarin Oriental’s Mandarin
Grill. The fleeting, aromatic taste of lavender will
appear every now and then, which makes this treat an
exceptionally delicious one.

PISTACHIO CRÈME BRÛLÉE
@ SERAI
Speaking of nuts, we’ve got another option for you.
This winning combination of pistachio nuts and the
rich, creamy French classic flavour is definitely a
win for us. Have a treat that’s loaded with minerals
like copper, manganese, potassium, calcium, iron,
magnesium, zinc and selenium while you’re enjoying
yourself.
Available in multiple outlets

Kuala Lumpur City Centre 50088 Kuala Lumpur
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WOMEN

RSVP with Fabulosity
Dress up like distinguished guests for the wedding season

ELIZABETH AND JAMES
Adley chiffon halterneck maxi dress
RM1,557

DIANE VON FURSTENBERG
Zarita lace dress
RM1,557

HALSTON HERITAGE
Strapless stretch-crepe gown
RM1,577

ARME DE L’AMOUR
Sphered Arrow gold-plated arm cuff
RM1,132

KENNETH JAY LANE
Silver-plated cubic zirconia bracelet
RM505

MONICA VINADER
Baja sterling silver diamond bracelet
RM9,483

CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN
Gwinee 70 metallic leather sandals RM3,013

GIUSEPPE ZANOTTI
Harmony metallic leather sandals RM3,417

GIANVITO ROSSI
Embellished satin sandals RM6,713

Outfit Elevators

+
BOTTEGA VENETA
The Knot watersnake-trimmed intrecciato
satin clutch RM6,268
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+
LARKSPUR & HAWK
Antoinette Girandole rose gold-dipped
quartz earrings RM7,279

SUZANNE KALAN
18-karat rose gold diamond ring
RM26,265

HOTPICKS MEN

SWEATY IS
THE NEW SEXY
Merging fitness and finesse

Outfit Elevators

2XU
Compression Tank Top
RM281

CLUB MONACO
Two-Tone Slub Cotton-Jersey T-shirt
RM328

POLO RALPH LAUREN
Cotton-Blend Jersey Hoodie
RM517

+

NIKE
Mélange Tech Knit Cotton-Blend Shorts
RM421

BANG&OLUFSEN PLAY
H3 In-ear Headphones
RM1,566
BALMAIN
Panelled Skinny-Fit Cotton-Jersey Biker
Sweatpants RM2,038

NIKE RUNNING
LunarEpic Flyknit High-Top Sneakers
RM704

NIKE
Inneva Nubuck-Trimmed Woven Mesh
Sneakers RM656

+

HERSCHEL SUPPLY CO.
Novel Duffel Bag
RM344
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Patriotic Pigments
Dress in Malaysian Medleys

GIVENCHY
Earrings in Gold-Tone, Faux Pearl and Rock
Crystal RM1,891

BREMONT
Oracle I Automatic Chronometer Watch
RM21,311
RICHARD JAMES
Grandad-Collar Bengal-Striped
Cotton Shirt RM705
PRADA
Wallet On A Chain Textured-Leather
Shoulder Bag RM5,175

GUCCI
Appliqued Lace Top RM4,896

HACKETT
Mayfair Suede Bomber Jacket
RM4,001
OSCAR DE LA RENTA
Gold-plated Resin Cuff
RM2,190
CHLOÉ
Ruffled Tiered Silk-mousseline Maxi Skirt
RM11,531

VALENTINO
The Rockstud Embellished Metallic
Leather Flats RM3,823
VALENTINO
Striped Leather Slip-On Sneakers
RM2,375
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POLO RALPH LAUREN
Newport Slim-Fit Cotton-Twill Chinos
RM667

BEAUTY PRODUCT

PARABEN-FREE MAKE UP
Health is the new face of beauty. There has been a number of cosmetic brands that have placed emphasis on the usage of paraben-free
products. Parabens can be found naturally in certain plants such as blueberries, but there are also a large variety of different chemical
parabens that are used as perservatives for cosmetic products. In recent circulation, paraben has been part of heated discussions among
scientists, skin care experts and product safety regulators about whether these ubiquitous chemicals, used for almost a century, may actually
be harmful to our health. Though studies have not been conclusive, paraben-free cosmetics are an ideal option for sensitive skin types and
caters well to the vegan community that prefers a more organic option. We’ve also made a couple of selections of paraben free make up
that have made their way to Malaysian shores this season.
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

Kat Von D Shade and Light
Contour Pallete
KAT VON D

RM280
This is a top-of-the-line contour palette that you
need to own to get the much raved about sculpt
and define facial features for beautiful, authentic
dimensionality no matter your skin tone or face
shape. It embraces the true hues of shadow and
light to give to you the most powerful, professional
contouring palette. Testing it for ourselves, we
found that the silky texture does not only give a
smooth effect but it blends easily for a flawless and
buildable finish. Of course, using a product made
from by a famous tattoo artist, you can expect that
this is made to last for long periods of time and it
takes a lot more than constant face touching for it
to even fade. Did we mention that it is great
for any skin tone?
Diversity friendly.

Pressed Mineral Foundation
COVER FX

RM210
This matte-made healthy formula
features Amazonian Kaolin Clay
and Oil Absorbing Microspheres to
minimise shine and absorb excess
oil as well as Green Tea Leaf Extract
to alleviate skin discomfort and visibly
reduce redness. The level of coverage
is not only extensive but it also feels
light on the skin. Thanks to the minimal
dependence on harsh chemicals, allergy
reactions and dryness do not become an
issue.

Totally Cute Eyeshadow
Collection
TOO FACED

RM80
Ever felt nostalgic about the 90s? Then
you’d want to try out Too Faced’s new
eye pallete. It is a perfectly matched
combo with nine brand new highly
pigmented shades in matte to shimmer
finishes and it comes with fun limited
edition stickers to jazz up your palette.
Everyday neutrals and bright pops of
color allow you to create a look that’s
fun yet sophisticated.

Backlight Priming Filter
BECCA

Tareist Glossy Lip Paint
TARTE

RM71
Tarte has brough back the trend of using lip gloss with their
vegan friendly, pigmented glossy lip paint for sexy color and
shine. It delivers a luxurious texture and smoothens your lips in
the process with nourishing ingredients. The shades that are
available in this collection would make anyone who owns
it the envy of any make up enthuthiast. The colours range
between nine different complexion enhancing nudes and plum
shades.

RM99
Becca has always pride itself with premium
formula to achieve effective beauty results. This
product is no exception. More than just a primer,
it’s the secret behind the iconic BECCA glow.
Infused with three unique filtering luminescent
pearls, this first of its kind, lightweight, whipped
fluid creates a smooth canvas and acts as an
instant filter for a healthy, luminescent glow. We
particularly enjoyed the instant cooling effect that
helps to soothe the skin.
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FEATURES

RECREATING
BABYLON
Build your own terrarium at home
BY KATHLYN URSULA D’SOUZA
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FEATURES

Think aquarium – but for
plants. Made in a glass
container, not unlike an
aquarium, it is planted to
look like a miniature garden
or forest enclosed in its own
little world. The beauty of
this is that not only is it easy
to make, it does liven up the
living space with a little bit
of greenery and better air
quality, especially if you’re
stuck many storeys high
and deprived of any form
of gardening. Terrariums
are easy to make, low
maintenance and can last
a long time with minimal
water. Plus, they are truly
adorable, so here’s a
couple of tips and tricks to
help you be on your way.

What you need:

p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p
p

A clear glass jar, vase, bowl,
glass, or whatever interesting glass
container you have on hand
Rocks, pebbles or recycled glass
chunks
Activated charcoal (sometimes
called activated carbon)
Potting soil appropriate for your
plants
Moss (optional)
Figurines, sticks or decorative
items (optional)
Various small plants
A scoop, spoon or shovel
Scissors
Gloves

STEP 1: Prepare the Container

Remove any price tag or sticker from your
vessel and wash both the interior and
exterior thoroughly to ensure that there are
no unwanted residues that could affect the
health of your plants. Envision how you want
to arrange your plants inside the jar.

STEP 2: Add Your Drainage
Layers

Once the container is ready, fill the bottom
with rocks or pebbles. This is to create a
false drainage layer, so water can settle and
not flood the plant. The depth of the rocks
totally depends on the size of your container,
but aim for 1/2″ to 2″.

STEP 3: Add the Activated

Charcoal

The charcoal looks exactly like what you
would expect it to and it’s messy. It comes
in small granules or shards—either works.
You don’t need much, just enough to cover
the rocks. The charcoal will improve the
quality of your little world, including reducing
bacteria, fungi and odor.

STEP 4: Add Soil

Again, cactus and succulents need a special
soil compared to most other plants, so be
sure to get the appropriate bag depending
on which plants you’re using. Add enough
soil, so the plant roots will have plenty of
room to fit and then grow. Aim for a depth
slightly greater than the height of the plant’s
pot.

STEP 5: Plant

Take your plant out of the pot and break
up the hard soil ball until you get down
to the roots. If you’re breaking the plant
into multiple parts, be gentle. You may
also want to trim the roots if they are
especially long. Don’t worry, they’ll grow
back. Using a spoon, your fingers, the
end of a brush, or even a pencil, dig a
well to place your plants roots in. Add
more soil around the top and compact the
soil down around the base of the plant.
Continue placing your little plants in the
container and try to keep them away from
the edges. The leaves are likely to touch
the sides but aim to keep them away as
much as possible.

STEP 6: Add Accessories

After you’re done planting you can add
little accessories like a blanket of moss
(dried or living), little figurines, old toys,
glass beads, shiny metal object, sticks,
stones, or even a layer of rocks. This is
your little world and you can put whatever
you’d like in there.

STEP 7: Clean and Water

You’ll likely have dirt all over the sides
of the container, so wipe them down so
you can enjoy the beautiful living world
inside. Give the terrarium a little bit of
water. Unlike most of your house plants,
a terrarium doesn’t need to be soaked;
just a couple of shots of water should get
it started.

Tips & Tricks
– Over time, monitor your terrarium’s
water needs based on how dry the soil is.
For a terrarium with a closed lid, if water
is dripping down from the top, open
the lid to let some evaporate. Likewise,
you may need to add more if it looks
parched. You shouldn’t need to water it
very often.
– If the leaves die or wilt, remove them
from the terrarium immediately to maintain
the health of the little eco system. If an
entire plant dies, take it out.
– Don’t place in direct sunlight. Remember
that these are essentially little greenhouses
and direct sunlight through the glass will
trap heat and scorch the plants. Place in
indirect light for best results.
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Beauty Rituals
Before

Sleeping

The essential beauty guide if you’re not a morning person
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

Mornings are already hard enough with traffic on the way to work and having
to even wake up from a wonderful dream but it doesn’t have to be as hard
for you to achieve your beauty goals before you go outside. So feel free to hit
the snooze button. We have curated a list of beauty rituals you can do before
sleeping so you look ravishing enough to take on the day.
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1

Double Cleansing

Hey, it’s night time so you do have time to
cleanse that gorgeous face of yours. Often, we
find ourselves touching our own faces whether
we realise it or not. The trouble is, doing that
makes your face one of the dirtiest parts of
your body so instead of just one quick cleanse,
perhaps invest a little time in double cleansing.
It is so important to clean the skin to avoid
the spread of acne bacteria that can cause
blemishes. It’s a fact that bacteria thrive in oil. So
if you can lessen the amount of oil on the skin,
then technically the acne-causing bacteria is
destroyed, reducing your chance of blemishes.
We do recommend cleansing about 3 hours
before you go to bed. This allows time for your
skin to breathe and then you can proceed with
your usual skincare regime. To make the most
out of your cleansing regime, we recommend
using Foreo’s New Luna Play to remove dirt and
blemish-causing impurities effectively. As for a
cleanser option, we love Alpha- H’s Gentle Daily
Exfoliant for its unique properties that allow skin
to achieve a supple texture and provides deep
cleansing without being too invasive.

2 Goodbye Bedhair

You had a blowout and you want it to last, though there’s
only so much you can control when you’re sleeping. So
to keep your hair from frizzing the next morning, simply
change your current pillow case to silk. It isn’t just good
for your hair but also for your skin thanks to the lack of
abrasion. Treat your crowning glory with intensive care
using Percy & Reed Perfectly Perfecting Wonder Overnight
Recovery. Packed with natural protein, this treatment will
boost your hair’s ability to retain moisture. Just massage
it thoroughly from the hair roots to the tip and leave it
overnight. Once you wake up, just wash your hair with just
shampoo and voila! Luxurious and healthy hair to begin
your day. Available in Sephora in September so mark your
calendar.

3 FlatTummy

Had a little too much curry for dinner and
feeling particularly bloated? Fret not. Just mix
the following ingredients and wake up an inch
closer to your summer body goals.
You’d Need
1 cucumber
a bunch of parsley or cilantro
1 lemon
1 tbsp. grated ginger
1 tbsp. aloe vera juice
1/2 glass water

4 Bright Eyes

For your eyes, you can use generous amounts of eye
cream. We love using Clarins Eye Enhancing Eye
Serum. Since Clarin focuses on the lymphatic motion
to achieve desired results, you can use the serum by
first dabbing a small amount on your middle three
fingertips and rubbing them together. It is followed by
an application from the bottom inner corner of your eyes
all they way outwards. Once done, do the same on
the upper eyelid and finish by resting your eyes on the
cushion part of your palm for several seconds. The extra
product on your fingers should be applied gently to your
eyelashes for the ideal big eye look finish.

5
Spot control gel
with an overnight facial

For acne scars or dark spots, you could either opt for
Bio Oil or if you have oily or combination skin then look
at Hiruscar. As for facial care, Sephora has recently
introduced Vitamin Nectar Vibrancy - Boosting Facial Mask.
It is fueled by a proprietary vitamin fruit complex, a blend
of vitamin C,vitamin E,and vitamin B5. With an extraordinary
concentration of fruit extracts and an unprecedented level
of pure and potent ingredients,this revolutionary mask is the
perfect partner to any skin care ritual.
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VIRTUAL MAKE
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

The increasing dependency on smartphones is not just limited to making phone calls, taking photos, texting or even
social media. For beauty enthuthiasts, you can make full use of the available makeup apps to plan your makeover
from the colour of your hair to the colour of your contact lens. More importantly, it helps you decide which look you
can go for to change your daily looks and you can test out the new cosmetic releases of certain brands, so you don’t

MAKEUP GENIUS
L’Oréal launched the Makeup Genius app with the purpose of
allowing women to virtually try on cosmetics. The app allows users
to try on a variety of eyeshadows, lipstick, lip gloss, eyeliners and
mascara. Though the purchasing feature is not yet available in
Malaysia, you can count on it being available soon. The interface
is relatively easy to use and it also helps that you don’t need to
unlock features by paying for it. What you see is what you get. Did
we mention how we could curate our own makeup looks in real
time?
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MARY KAY MOBILE
VIRTUAL MAKEOVER

This app was extremely precise with the outlines of my face
and I absolutely loved how it made my eyelashes look! The
best way to use this app is with the pre-set makeup looks on the
models selected. The Mobile Virtual Makeover app also offers
various genres for the makeup looks, such as how your virtually
made-up face will look on a billboard or different styles for your
wedding. The foundation colours come in a substantial variety and
seems realistically blended. You can even make more detailed
adjustments and it is important to note that this app does not
support live photos which is ideal if you don’t have the time to
hold up your phone to adjust your look.

UP APPS
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Apps that do Your
Makeup for You

have to buy something that might not suit you. This specially applies if you do most of your shopping online and so it’s
like trying on every shade at Sephora (or the cosmetics store of your choice) without leaving your house, or you know,
getting strangers’ germs from sampler tubes. Our list comprises leading brands that have come up with makeup apps
and even apps that have several brands within it.

LAKME MAKEUP PRO

Having being recently launched, the Lakme Makeup Pro packs a
generous variety of makeup looks that you can experiment with
(I mean how bad can it be if Kareena Kapoor is their beauty
ambassador?). With this app, you can do your makeup in real
time, as well on a photo. For real time makeup, you have to centre
your face in the given oval shape and make sure you are in good
lighting. It uses the front camera. For photograph, you can choose
a photo from your phone gallery or Facebook. You can take a
photo or you can even choose a model. It is easy to enjoy using
this app. You can also see what colours or shades suits you before
buying the product.

MAKEUP PLUS

We saved the best for last. Makeup Plus has become all the rage
among makeup enthuthiasts for understandable reasons. The app
is very advanced in its camera settings as it focuses on your face
and enhances your features right after you snap the photo. It also
comes with tutorials where you can have access to information
about how to get your desired look with minimal effort. You also
have the option of using your own photos or choose an example
from the model library. Speaking of the library, the variety of looks
that comes with the app is probably the biggest highlight. You can
choose from simple neutral looks all the way to dramatic animated
looks (another version of snapchat with way more filters).
All the apps are available for both Android and IOS users.
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				SLEEP TIGHT
Rest easy with these steps
BY KATHLYN URSULA D’SOUZA

H

aving trouble falling asleep?
Or are you having a tougher
time staying asleep? Either
way, that’s not good a thing.
Sleep is a natural rejuvenator,
and more than half of us say that sleep
can solve anything. But if you’re having
problems just trying to catch some shuteye, here are some steps you could try to
get you back in the game. After all, who
wouldn’t want to be so good in bed that
one can stay in there for hours upon hours?

Make your bed
It’s easy to forgo the folding and puffing,
but this is quite important. Not only does
it set you up for the day, making your bed
can actually trigger a feeling of excitement.
You’ve had a rotten day at work and all
you think about is jumping into bed. You’d
most definitely picture a pristine, perfectly
folded bed instead of a lived-in one,
wouldn’t you? It’s just 30 seconds tops,
come on.

Cut caffeine in the afternoon
Sure, you had a cup of coffee in the
afternoon; surely it won’t affect your sleep
many hours later, right? Wrong. Turns out
that the buzz stays in your system for much
longer, so go easy on the cups.

Exercise regularly
Regular, vigorous exercise prepares your
body for sleep. However, don’t do it too
close to sleep, otherwise you’d spend most
of the night gazing up at your ceiling. A
couple of hours before bedtime is sleeppromoting but if you’re so amped right

before bedtime, you might not end up
getting the sleep you initially wanted.

Keep your bedroom quiet, but
not too quiet
You wouldn’t want a whirring piece of
electronic go all the way to the time your
alarm rings, but you wouldn’t want to
hear every single shift or bump that go
in the night either. If you do find your
bedroom to be a bit too quiet on the
noise spectrum, opt for a White Noise
app.

Keep your room cool
Most people sleep best in a slightly cool
room (around 65° F or 18° C) with
adequate ventilation. A bedroom that
is too hot or too cold can interfere with
quality sleep. However, if you’re one
to get cold feet at night (which disrupts
sleep), slip on some comfortable loose
socks.

Power down
Avoid bright lights before bed. The blue
light emitted by your phone, tablet,
computer, or TV is especially disruptive.
You can minimise the impact by using
devices with smaller screens or turning
the brightness down. Not only does
the light suppress melatonin, but many
programmes on TV are stimulating rather
than relaxing. Try listening to music or
audio books instead. And when it is time
for bed, make sure everything is dark.
If you’re afraid of some monsters (we
don’t judge!) or need some light to move
around, keep a dim nightlight on.

Be careful with your catnaps
When done right, a little daytime snooze
won’t destroy your nighttime slumber, and
can boost memory, alertness and job
performance while you’re at it. Just make
sure you limit your nap to 30 minutes,
max, and don’t snooze too close to
bedtime.

A bath before bed
A cozy soak raises your body temperature
slightly. Then, when you hop out, you’ll
cool down quickly, which mimics the
natural drop in body temperature caused
by the brain as it readies the body for
sleep. A warm bath before bed seems to
help people fall asleep more quickly, but
also get better quality sleep, according to
a small 1985 study.

Try journaling or meditation
Stay out of your head at night, although
at times it’s difficult since we tend to be
alone with our thoughts when we are in
bed. If you can’t postpone worrying or
delay the response to anxiety, try writing
your thoughts down before bed. You
could even strike a pose for yoga or say a
prayer or two as these tactics would coax
your mind to wind down.

Smell and sleep
Try aromatherapy. The scent of lavender
has noted benefits for sleep. A small
2005 study found that a sniff before bed
led to more deep sleep. And a 2008
study found that lavender helped women
with insomnia fall asleep more easily, the
Wall Street Journal reported.
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A HEALTHY HOME,
A HEALTHIER YOU

Houseplants that naturally purify the air around you
Living in a polluted world, the air we breathe is often toxic. Maintaining a healthy living is not as easy
as eating healthy and using products or supplements to help us look and feel good. The air that we
breathe also plays a role in our health and wellbeing. When you step into one’s home, you often
see electronic machines being used as air purifiers. Why have we never thought of natural sources
as purifiers? They do not necessarily have to be infused with oil or smell nice. Here are a few indoor
plants that can act as a natural purifier to remove pollutants from the air around you. The three
toxins often found in a home are formaldehyde (in carpets, glues, paint, upholstery, and more),
benzene (in plastics, lubricants, rubber, pesticides, synthetic fibres, and more), and trichloroethylene
(in paint removers, adhesives, rug cleaning solution, and more).
BY VANESSA R. SINGH

Florist’s Chrysanthemum
Commonly called “mum”, the florist’s chrysanthemum is one of the best air
purifiers which does more than just brighten up a living room. It is more of
a seasonal plant compared to the typical houseplants, as it only flowers
for up to six months with proper care, after which it can be composed. It
comes in various colours and needs to be kept in a bright area away from
direct sunlight. It should be kept in damp soil every other day. You will not
need to fertilise it as it will not re-bloom. Keep one at home to eliminate
formaldehyde, xylene, benzene as well as ammonia.

Boston Fern
Probably the most low maintenance of houseplants which grows
relatively easy, the Boston Fern enjoys time away from direct
sunlight and loves humidity. However, make sure to keep them moist
at all times. They are efficient at eliminating indoor pollutants such
as components of gasoline exhaust that are capable of migrating
indoors through your attached garage.

Aloe Vera
Known as “the plan of immortality” in Early Egypt, aloe vera is a great choice if you
have a sunny window in your kitchen. For health purposes, its gel is often used to heal
wounds related to sunburns, cuts, general burns and skin conditions. The plant is easy to
grow and helps clear toxins such as formaldehyde and benzene which can also be byproducts from chemical-based cleaners. Just remember to keep an eye on them as brown
spots can be seen on the leaves when there is excessive amount of harmful chemicals in
the air.
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Red-edged Dracaena
If you’re a pet owner, this plant is not for your home
as it’s toxic to cats and dogs when eaten. There
are 40 varieties of Dracaena but this one can be
distinguished by its red outlines on the edge of the
green leaves which bring a pop of colours into your
home. The shrubs can grow as high as 15 feet tall,
so beware if you have low ceilings. The red-edged
Dracaena is best for eliminating pollutants that
come from lacquers, gasoline and varnishes, and it
does not need to be placed in direct sunlight or a
bright area.

Spider Plant

Snake Plant
This interesting-looking plant is also
known as the mother-in-law’s tongue and
is known to filter out formaldehyde which
is commonly found in tissues, personal
care products and toilet paper. It thrives
in steamy humid conditions and low light,
making it ideal for bathrooms. Besides
that, the sharp-leafed plant can be placed
in your bedroom to help boost the oxygen
level while you sleep, as it absorbs carbon
dioxide and releases oxygen at night.

English Ivy
Some may mistake this for maple leaves as
they look slightly similar but they’re actually
called English Ivy. Although this plant is
known to threaten all vegetation in forested
and open areas due to its ability to climb
structures, it wouldn’t do much damage in a
pot in your home. Studies have found that
the English Ivy lessens the amount of airborne
faecal-matter particles in your surroundings
as well as toxins found in home cleaning
products. For better growth, it is best kept
in moist soil and at least four hours of direct
sunlight every day. Grow it as topiary or use
it to decorate your living space!

Bamboo Palm

The spider plant is one that is almost
impossible to kill. Cut off one of the “spiders”
and put it in a pot, and it will easily
regrow. It is incredibly easy to grow and
maintain, so long as it is in a cool-to-average
home temperature and placed in dry soil.
Considered a pet-safe houseplant, the spider
plant fights pollutants like carbon monoxide,
formaldehyde, benzene, and xylene (a
solvent that can be found in the leather,
rubber and printing industries).

It can be described as one of the most
elegant-looking houseplants and grows
up to six feet tall. This plant has also been
nominated as NASA’s top clean-air plant
with its purifying score of 8.4. It’s particularly
effective at eliminating toxins like benzene
and trichloroethylene. Bright light may be
required by this plant but remember not
to place it in direct sunlight. Keep the soil
well-watered and feed it with an all-purpose
liquid fertiliser every few months. Mist it
occasionally and place it in an airy area
of your home to deter it from spider mites.
The bamboo palm is your ideal plant for a
healthy bit of moisture in your home.

Chinese Evergreen
Being a tropical plant, the Chinese evergreen
loves humid air, thrives in low light and grow
attractively patterned leaves. It is capable
of growing in places where other plants are
incapable of growing. It can produce red
berries and blooms even in low light but if your
air is too dry, the tips might start to turn brown,
so try misting the leaves occasionally. Sounds
like a pretty easy plant to care for? Keep
one indoors to filter out and remove a variety
of pollutants including carbon monoxide,
benzene, formaldehyde and trichloroethylene.
Repot every two to three years.
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As Managing Director
of Malaysia Airports
Holdings Berhad,
Datuk Badlisham
Ghazali is fast
gaining recognition
in the global aviation
world. A speaker
at the World Routes
Strategy Summit
in Chicago in 2014
and the 22nd Global
Airport Development
Conference in 2015,
he is also a Director
of Airports Council
International AsiaPacific. He sits on
the Boards of the
international airports
at Hyderabad and
Istanbul (Sabiha
Gokcen).
This month, Datuk
Badlisham talks
about the recent
Farnborough Air Show
2016.
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for much more serious reasons. The Malaysia
Airports team at Farnborough meant business,
and the amount of work we did at the event
made news in various media around the
world.

AIRPORT MD SPEAKS
“Imagine every conceivable type of
aircraft on the planet gathering in one
location, from tiny single-seater flyingcontraptions and robotic drones to the
latest supersonic fighter-jets and megajumbo commercial airliners, from old
vintage aeroplanes to ultra-modern futuristic
helicopters! Add breath-taking aerial
displays, aviation-themed entertainment,
realistic flight-simulators and a host of other
aeronautical activities – and you’d just be
beginning to describe the world-famous
Farnborough Air Show.
“It was my first time at this iconic
event, and I must confess that in normal
circumstances, attending this event would
a dream come true for every boy – and
for every man, woman and child who has
ever dreamed about flying! However, while
I thoroughly enjoyed this amazing event, I
hardly had time for myself as I was there

“Participating with the Malaysian
contingent at the Farnborough International
Airshow 2016, Malaysia Airports
signed and announced various strategic
partnerships, agreements, intents,
Memorandums of Understanding, and
Memorandums of Business Collaboration.
Our projects cover the gamut of Malaysia’s
aerospace belt which includes our properties
of KLIA Aeropolis, Subang Aerospace
Ecosystem and Melaka Airport. I am pleased
that Malaysia Airports currently hosts over
20% of the players in Malaysia’s aerospace
industry within our aerospace ecosystems in
Subang and KLIA.
“As far as KLIA Aeropolis is concerned,
we are very clear in our development
strategy. The three development clusters
identified, namely Aerospace & Aviation;
Air Cargo & Logistics; and MICE & Leisure,
are synergistic to the larger airport system
and will serve to benefit the aviation supplychain as a whole. These clusters were
also identified in view of the strong global
demand available today and over the longer
term. With its strategic location at the heart
of the ASEAN region, KLIA Aeropolis is
poised to capture the growing demands from
aerospace industry trends.
“At Farnborough, I could see that the
international confidence level in our offerings
has already grown significantly, and this
could be seen through the negotiations and
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Some deals signed by MALAYSIA AIRPORTS at the Farnborough International Airshow 2016
o MoU with Global Turbine Asia (GTA)
Global Turbine Asia (GTA), a company that is part of the French aerospace, defense and
security company Safran, was created with a vision to provide efficient maintenance,
repair service and support for Safran Helicopter Engines (SHE). GTA intends to further
invest within Malaysia Airport’s aerospace belt, and this is part of GTA’s expansion plan to
invest in its own facility for MRO and manufacturing activities.
o Agreement with RUAG Aviation
RUAG Aviation Malaysia is part of Swiss-based RUAG Aviation, and is a leading
supplier, support provider and integrator of aircraft systems and components for civil and
military customers. It secured a 23,000 sq ft space close to the Sultan Abdul Aziz Shah
Airport in Subang for its strategic growth plans in Asia.
agreements we have had with our business
partners prior to and during the event.
As I mentioned then, Malaysia Airports’
aerospace belt which extends beyond KLIA
Aeropolis into Subang and Melaka would
help elevate Malaysia to developed-nation
status by 2020.
“To affirm this fact, may I humbly state
that the growth and success of our efforts
will also help the growth and success of
our nation!”

o MoBC with General Electric
General Electric (GE) Malaysia is part of the world’s largest Digital Industrial Company,
with activities across Oil & Gas, Power Generation & Distribution, Aviation, Transportation
and Healthcare. It is looking at a potential development of a high technology multi-modal
facility encompassing activities in areas such as Energy, Power and Automation within the
Subang Aerospace Ecosystem.
o MoBC with AREA Management
AREA is a regional private equity firm with offices in Singapore and Malaysia that
specialises in industrial and institutional real estate development and management, real
estate advisory services; and due diligence services to institutions acquiring corporate
real estate. Similar to GE, AREA is keen to develop available plots of land in Malaysia
Airports’ Subang Aerospace Ecosystem.
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“There is a Chinese proverb that says
‘Still Water Runs Deep’, and this is very true
of Dato’ Hamid. He’s a very quiet, thoughtful
person, but when it comes to airport planning
and development, he has been a dynamic
forward-thinker - a true visionary!” exclaims a
senior airport manager. A technical consultant
agrees. “Dato’ reminds me of another Chinese
description of a person with ‘low profile, long
strike.’ He is a quiet man, but at heart he is
always an engineer – precise, accurate and
careful – you just cannot mess about with him.
Where airport-operations are concerned, he
has determination of steel.”
The person they are describing is Dato’
Abdul Hamid Mohd. Ali, the newly-retired
Chief Operating Officer of Malaysia Airports.
Their perspectives are accurate. A mildmannered and unassuming person by nature,
Dato’ Abdul Hamid holds a degree in Civil
Engineering from University of Glasgow
and a Masters of Science degree in Airport
Planning and Management from Loughborough
University of Technology, United Kingdom. He
has extensive years of working experience
through direct involvement in airport planning,
development, operations and maintenance and
among professional circles, is reputed to be
among the world’s top experts in his field.
His experience is certainly extensive and
intensive, local as well as global. Dato’ Hamid,
as he is popularly known, has vast experience
in developing airports from ‘greenfield’ status,
and running their operations efficiently and
successfully. He has been involved directly in
setting up many joint-ventures for Malaysia
Airports both locally and abroad. He was
involved in setting up a joint managementand- operations system for Cambodian airports
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with Aeroport de Paris, the planning and
development of New Hyderabad Airport in
India, the setting up of the management and
operations at Astana Airport in Kazakhstan,
and in the joint-venture at Sabiha Gokcen
International Airport in Turkey.
Dato’ Abdul Hamid was also involved in
the consultancy and management services of
other airports in Middle East and Central Asia.
He sat on the Board of these airports, and was
Chairman of the Operations and Development
Committee for Sabiha Gokcen Airport, Turkey.
Besides airport planning and operations, he
has extensive experience in management of
projects such the construction of the worldfamous Sepang International Racing Circuit on
a fast track of 14 months. Despite his impressive
portfolio, however, Dato’ Abdul Hamid Mohd.
Ali is best known around the world as the man
who helped plan and build the World’s First
Next-Generation Hub from scratch.
As the Director of the Airport Development
Division in the Department of Civil Aviation
(DCA), and the Privatisation Unit-Kuala Lumpur
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International Airport Berhad, Dato’ Hamid
was one of those involved in turning the idea
of Kuala Lumpur International Airport into a
reality, and in building the world-acclaimed
international facility from the ground up. It was
his macro-vision and far-sightedness that led
him to ask the government for a humongous
10,000 hectares of land – making the site one
of the biggest land areas for any airport in the
world. “Way back in 1993, I had envisioned
a self-sufficient airport city – and the launch of
KLIA Aeropolis recently was the fulfilment of that
dream.”
His far-sightedness also involved micromanaging details in planning. Envisioning
mega-jumbos long before they existed, he
insisted that the parapets leading to the runway
be so strong that KLIA later became known
in some engineering circles as the world’s
first airport to be ready to accommodate
the enormous Airbus A380 aircraft without
extensive airside reconstruction. His innovation

in engineering at KLIA continued with the
construction of Asia’s first dedicated Low Cost
Carrier Terminal, and later, with the design and
construction of the remarkable klia2.

When asked about his own work philosophy
and secret of his professional achievements,
Dato’ Abdul Hamid is typically modest and
self-effacing.

When asked about his achievements at
Malaysia Airports, he was decisive and clear.
“Malaysia Airports aims to provide world-class
airport business and in this respect I worked to
achieve two primary goals: To increase revenue
from airport operations through provisions
of adequate infrastructure facilities, and to
consolidate and improve our performance and
service levels at KLIA to be consistently among
the top five best airports in the world. This was to
later apply to our four other international airports.
As Chief Operating Officer, I believe I gave
my very best at all times to help the company
achieve its goals.”

“Well, there is no substitute for hard work.
But I also believe that you must plan to succeed.
This means that you must think through all issues
very thoroughly before even making the first
move. You have to do extensive research and
master all the facts. You have to think out of
the box, and look at things from every possible
perspective. You have to get it right before you
start! Whether it is a small but complicated
renovation or developing projects as massive as
international airports and airport cities, I believe
that success begins at planning stage.” Truly,
appropriate words from a man described as an
airport pioneer and perfectionist!
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VIETNAM AIRLINES reaches further

Vietnam Airlines is showing strong growth
both in fleet expansion and network as it
meets a growing need for air-transport in
the domestic market and a demand for
connectivity in the regional and global
arenas, says General Manager for
Malaysia, Phan The Thang.
With a major investment in new long-haul
and premium medium-haul aircraft such
as the B787-9 and A350-900XWB,
implementation of a 4-star services
programme as well as development in
business competitiveness, the national flagcarrier of Vietnam has reached a positive
performance right in the first year after
capitalization in 2015 with a 3.5% increase
over 2014 in total network sales revenue,
more than 80% increase in average seatfactor and an increase of 70% over targeted
profit.
Phan The Thang explains that since 2015,
Vietnam Airlines Malaysia has seen a
boom in passenger movements from KLIA
to destinations in Vietnam, Europe (London,
Paris, Frankfurt), South Korea (Seoul,
Pusan), and Japan (Tokyo, Osaka, Fukuoka,
Nagoya) due to the airline’s combination
of excellent full-service, professionalism
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and competitive fares. This year, Vietnam
Airlines Malaysia has further expanded its
competitiveness in the market through exciting
value-added services, such as its Lotusmile
Program, upgrading of website facilities and
other ancillary services to attract more highyield passengers from the Malaysian market.

This modern and fast-growing airline operates
between 18 and 21 flights weekly from KLIA
to Vietnam and onward to Europe, Japan and
South Korea, with very convenient transit-times.
For ticketing and enquiries, please contact your
travel agent, call 03-2031 1555 or log-on to
www.vietnamairlines.com

AVIATION NEWS

AIR ASTANA touches Teheran

famous White Night season from June to
August. Istanbul, which is also a popular
destination for Malaysians, is just an hour
convenient flight from Almaty.

Air-travellers from Malaysia now have a new
option when heading for Teheran, says Air
Astana Country Manager Malaysia Manshuk
Kuatbaikyzy, explaining that Air Astana has
begun flying three times weekly from Almaty
International Airport in Kazakhstan to Tehran
Imam Khomeini International Airport in Iran.

She adds that apart from Tehran, Air Astana
also provides very good connections
to Istanbul, Moscow, Urumqi and other
destinations in the Caucasus region. With
its double-daily flight to Moscow, Air Astana
has become one of the most preferred
airlines for those visiting Russia during the

Manshuk Kuatbaikyzy says that Air
Astana has an extensive and convenient
network across Central Asia that
includes famous Silk Road destinations
in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan,
Turkmenistan and Tajikistan. In total,
the national flag-carrier of Kazakhstan
connects over 64 destinations around the
world, from Europe to the Far East. For
ticketing and enquiries, please call
03-2144 1571.
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Exciting Promotions at SAUDIA!

The national flag-carrier of the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia has exciting promotions
that allow you to explore the world at
amazing prices! Apart from convenient direct
connections from KLIA to Jeddah, Riyadh and
Medinah in the legendary kingdom, Saudi
Arabian Airlines also takes you onward to
such classic destinations as Amman, Cairo,
Casablanca, Dubai, Istanbul, London,
Madrid, Paris and more.
Saudia Country Manager Malaysia Fawaz
R Alharbi says that apart from the current
Explore The World Promotion, there is also a
super Family Business Class Promotion where

spouses get a whopping 50% off the adult
ticket and children get an impressive 25%
discount of the children’s ticket when travelling
on Business Class. “At Saudia, we want to
encourage families to travel together in the
best possible manner, and have the finest
travel experience possible, at attractive and
accessible prices!”, he explains.
He adds that passengers flying on First
& Business Class, Alfursan Gold / Silver
Class and Skyteam Elite Class enjoy all the
facilities of the Plaza Premium Lounge and the
convenience of the Immigration Premier Lane
at KLIA, as well as the luxury of the exclusive
Saudia Alfursan VIP Lounges at the major

airports in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
Both exciting promotions are only valid till
the end of this year, and availability is on a
first-come-first-served basis.
One of the most established airlines in
the world, Saudia has a proud history
of industry awards, beginning with its
founding in 1945. The airline joined the
SkyTeam airline alliance in May 2012,
and is also a member of the Arab Air
Carriers Organization. It has one of the
largest fleets in commercial aviation,
with about 120 of the latest and most
advanced wide-bodied passenger jets in
the world.
Dato’ Badaruddin Jalil Azmi, Operations
Manager (Passenger) of Saudia Airlines’
Malaysian GSA Adinas Tours & Travel,
says that the airline operates 11 weekly
flights from Kuala Lumpur International
Airport using modern Boeing 777 aircraft.
For inquiries and reservations, please call
03-2166 7778.

AVIATION NEWS

Family Fun with AUSTRIAN AIRLINES

Flying with family can be fun-filled and
fuss-free with Austrian Airlines. During the
European holiday season, Austrian opens
a special check-in area at Vienna Airport
dedicated to passengers traveling with
children, says Wilson Tay of Aviareps
Malaysia, the Malaysian GSA for the Austrian
national flag-carrier.
All families traveling with children up to 12
years of age will enjoy their very own check-in
area. The Austrian Family Check-in is located
in the Austrian Star Alliance Terminal (Terminal
3) from counter 355 to 358, and is open
daily from 04:30-19:30 hours. As a special
surprise, young travellers on Austrian will
receive a small gift!

Waiting for the flight becomes a funfilled experience with Austrian’s Family
Fun Gate, situated just past the Security
Check, after the shopping-area at the
beginning of the “F” Gates. A wide range
of children’s play facilities, including
two slides, a climbing wall, a climbing
frame and a labyrinth with a punch-bag,
revolving door and foam snakes; are all
designed to set children’s hearts racing
with excitement. For the very smallest
passengers, meanwhile, there’s a special
area for changing nappies, complete with
seating for Mum and Dad.
For enquiries and ticketing, please call
03-2148 8033.

Guinness World Record for ETHIOPIAN
African Aviation industry. The formation of this
image of Africa’s first Airbus A350 XWB and
registering our name in the Guinness World
Records has made this historic occasion even
more special and colorful. Hence, we are
celebrating being the first operator of Airbus
A350 in Africa and the first in the world to
form its image with people. I would like to
thank all my colleagues and partners who
made this arrangement a resounding success.”

Ethiopian Airlines achieved a Guinness World
Record for making the largest ever Human
Image Of An Airplane recently, as part of
Africa’s first Airbus A350 XWB delivery. 350
Ethiopian employees gathered at an Ethiopian
maintenance-hangar to create an image of the
actual A350 aircraft which clearly represented
an airplane consisting of a body, two wings,
two engines and fins.
The event was organized in collaboration with
Airbus and a team of adjudicators from the
World Guinness Records verification team.
They checked the final shape from the air

and examined photographs displaying the
arrangement. They also counted the number
of participants, ensuring that it was in fact, the
largest number of participants in the world for
such a formation.

Ethiopian Airlines Malaysia Country Manager
Osman Habib adds that the national flagcarrier of Ethiopia has been a pioneer in
aviation technology, from the jet-age in the
1960’s, to being one of the first airlines in the
world to fly the innovative Boeing Dreamliner
to now being the first in Africa to introduce
the state-of-the-art Airbus A350 XWB. He says
that Ethiopian Airlines connects to KLIA four
times a week. For enquiries and reservations,
please call 03-2141 2190 or visit www.
ethiopianairlines.com

Ethiopian Airlines Group CEO Ato Tewolde
GebreMariam stated on the occasion,
“The year 2016 has been truly exciting
at Ethiopian. Along with our 70th year
anniversary celebration, we have received
Africa’s first A350 XWB aircraft. This is the
first Airbus airplane in our fleet and another
significant milestone in the history of the
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New Appointments for SRI LANKAN
SriLankan Airlines Country Manager
Malaysia Dilshan Kudahetty recently
announced the appointment of Oscar Travels
(M) Sdn Bhd as the General Sales Agent
for Malaysia. “SriLankan is set to grow,
and this appointment represents an exciting
new chapter for us in this country”, he says,
adding that the airline had also appointed
familiar industry-figure Malkit Singh as
General Manager overseeing Sales,
Marketing and Operations.

SriLankan Airlines, Dilshan elaborates, is an
award-winning carrier with a firm reputation
as a global leader in service, comfort, safety,
reliability, and punctuality. Launched in
1979, SriLankan is currently expanding and
further diversifying its wide range of products
and services while providing convenient
connections to its global route network of
99 destinations in 47 countries (including
codeshare operations) in Europe, the Middle
East, South Asia, Southeast Asia, the Far East,
North America, Australia and Africa.

ROYAL BRUNEI introduces Award Shopper
Royal Brunei Airlines’ Frequent Flyer
Program, Royal Skies, has introduced Award
Shopper where Royal Skies members can
redeem tickets using their miles online at
www.flyroyalbrunei.com.
With the enhanced online product feature,
Royal Skies members will save time and
shop online from the comfort of their lounge
to plan for their holiday travel award tickets
conveniently.
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“RB is very grateful for the loyalty and support
of our Royal Skies members and we are
always looking for new and improved ways
to improve our Royal Skies programme.
We truly hope our members will enjoy this
new facility that we are very delighted
to introduce” says Senior Sales Manager
Malaysia Haji Noor Azmi, quoting RB Chief
Executive Officer Karam Chand.
The enhancement of Royal Skies’ online
facility is part of its rebranding journey

The national flag-carrier of Sri Lanka is one
of the most established foreign airlines in
Malaysia, with online operations spanning
several decades. It has twice-daily flights
from Kuala Lumpur International Airport. For
more details and booking inquiries, please
call 03-2697 2100.

that began in September 2014 with the
introduction of Royal Skies’ new logo, carddesign and improved product features, and
in April 2015, when RB launched its new
Customer Service Centre and Elite Lounge at
RB Plaza in Bandar Seri Begawan. In June
2015, the instant ticket redemption service
was implemented at the new Customer
Service Centre and Elite Lounge for all walk-in
Royal Skies members. Furthermore RB recently
allowed passengers in all booking classes
(except groups) to accrue miles, which they
can now redeem online.
Royal Skies members can access the Award
Shopper by selecting “Flight Redemption”
from menu after logging into Royal Skies
membership account at www.flyroyalbrunei.
com/royalskies. The national flag-carrier of
Brunei has daily flights from KLIA. For ticketing
and reservations, please call 03-2070 6628.

AIRPORT SHOPPING

ChocStop promotes LOACKER

ChocStop International has been actively
promoting the famous Italian brand of
Loacker, to the delight of airport-users.
According to Shereen Lau of Choc Stop
International at KLIA, Loacker has been
synonymous with crunchy wafers and sweet
chocolate treats since 1925. Right from
the outset, when the company began its
days as a small pastry-shop in the heart of
Bolzano, the Loacker name has brought
with it a guarantee of absolute quality and
handcrafted skill.
The family-run Loacker was founded by
Alfons Loacker 90 years ago. The company
mission, then as now, is to make people
all over the world happy with the delight of
pure and wholesome, natural goodness. All
Loacker products are created and packaged
in the heart of the Dolomite mountains. The
factories, in Auna di Sotto/Unterinn in South
Tyrol (Italy) and Heinfels in East Tyrol (Austria),
stand at an altitude of 1,000m where the

water and air are fresh and pure. It is here that
the Loacker family, now in the third generation,
select the best of natural ingredients and
produce their tasty snacks with passion and
commitment.
Loacker products are the result of the rigorous
selection and precision processing of fresh,
top-quality ingredients. Only the very best
vanilla pods, cocoa, Italian hazelnuts, superiorquality milk and the purest of dehydrated fruit
juice make it through the rigorous selection.
To guarantee uncompromising quality, the
ingredients are processed exclusively in the
pristine environment of the Loacker factories,
where the wholesomeness of the sweet treats
is further ensured by the fact that the Loacker
philosophy categorically excludes the use
of colorants, preservatives, vanillin and
hydrogenated fats.
The moment a batch is made, the delicious
products are sealed in recyclable stay-fresh

packaging to preserve the crunchiness of
the wafers and the natural aroma of the
ingredients. From start to finish, every step
of the production process plays its part in
guaranteeing the satisfaction of millions of
consumers all over the world. As a result, the
company has been the recipient of prestigious
accolades including the European Candy
Kettle Award, otherwise known as the “Oscars
of the confectionery industry.”
From its humble beginnings, the company
has gone on to become a global player on
the international market, and now exports
its products to over 100 countries in all five
continents. Airport-users in Malaysia, however,
don’t have to travel far to savour the lovely
Loacker products, thanks to the promotion by
Choc Stop International!
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Cross-Cultural Skill for a Multi-Cultural World
This Sales Manager is equipped for a job he loves.
another tour-operator was succinct: “Dan
Lau? Aggressive, competitive, resultsoriented. Some people find him a little
abrasive, but I like him because he is serious
about his work and we both mean business.”

Interview with

Dan Lau Choon Tee

Sales Manager Malaysia
AIR MAURITIUS
He began honing his cross-cultural skills from
an early age. Born, raised and educated in
a Chinese-speaking environment, he won
prizes in school tri-lingual competitions before
switching to a Canadian English-language
education while still in his teens. He first
obtained the Ontario Secondary School
Diploma and then a Bachelor of Commerce
degree from the University of Toronto,
majoring in Economics and Marketing with a
minor in Spanish language. Picking up more
of Malaysia’s national language on his return
home, today Dan Lau works in a decidedly
multi-cultural environment where French is most
frequently used in his company’s headquarters.
While his education and training have been
cosmopolitan and multi-lingual, Dan Lau has
been very focused and single-minded in his
professional life; adeptly integrating his crosscultural experience into a dedicated career
in commercial aviation. In his two decades in
the industry he has worked with airlines from
every corner of the globe, including Asia,
Africa and the Middle East. Despite being
given the opportunity to explore different
directions within the industry, he has always
been firmly committed to Sales.

If Dan Lau is intense when focused on his
work, he is equally enthusiastic about the
airline he works for. Created in 1967, Air
Mauritius helps connect the lovely island
nation to the rest of the world by regularly
opening new routes. With flights to and
from Europe, Asia, Australia, and Africa, the
national flag-carrier of Mauritius now serves
21 regional and international destinations.
The airline is headquartered at the Air
Mauritius Centre in the nation’s capital of
Port Louis. Its main hub is Sir Seewoosagur
Ramgoolam International Airport. From the
Mauritian kestrel on its aircraft tailfins to the
gentle Creole lilt in the cabin-crew’s speech,
the airline embodies the essence of the
scenic nation.
“Air Mauritius acts as an ambassador for
Mauritius”, says Dan Lau animatedly. “We
bring you the spirit of this country and its
people on each of your flights; with the
special attention that our Mauritian crew
provides, as well as a range of high-quality
services.” He goes on to elaborate that Air
Mauritius has received several international
awards recognizing the quality of its service
on the ground and in flight. “We are proud
to have been voted the leading airline in the
Indian Ocean at the World Travel Awards
for the last seven years!” he exclaims. “Being
the region’s best airline for seven straight
years – that is something hardly any other
airline can claim.”

The airline is also known for its engineering
and maintenance. Dan Lau explains that
Air Mauritius is approved by the European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), so it can
perform maintenance on the aircraft of
European airline-operators. It is also an
IOSA-certified (IATA Operational Safety Audit)
airline, with passengers’ safety and security
as its top priority. “As air-routes become
busier and more people are flying these days,
I am personally very committed to safety and
security in air-travel. I am really pleased to
be working at an airline that has such a high
commitment in this regard”, he enthuses.
Another aspect of Dan Lau’s experience
that makes his current job a perfect fit is
his experience in air-cargo handling. With
36,000 tons of cargo carried annually,
Air Mauritius also plays a key role in the
economic development of Mauritius. ”Many
Malaysian companies are still unaware that
Air Mauritius provides convenient and costefficient transport for air-freight anywhere on
our international network”, he says. “I believe
this is an area with much potential for growth
as we have much to offer the Malaysian
market.”
Although his enthusiasm for Air Mauritius
covers all aspects from engineering and
safety to cargo and culture, it is obvious
that his main priority is customer-service and
passenger satisfaction. From the local travelagents whom he regards as vital partners in
growth, to the international management of
the airline he so admires, it is clear that in
dealing with numerous groups of people, this
busy Sales Manager has the cross-cultural skill
for a multi-cultural world.

In the words of an established travel-agent
who knows him well, “Dan Lau has been
focussed on airline sales from Day One.
He has picked up useful work-experience
in various aspects of the industry such as
ticketing, cargo, passenger-service, pricing
and even fraud-prevention and security,
but heart-of-hearts he is an airline sales
professional through and through.” When
asked to describe him as a sales-manager,
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KLAS ART AUCTION SNEAK PREVIEW (EDITION XXII)

KLAS

ART
AUCTION Edition XXII

AUCTION DAY : 4 SEPTEMBER 2016

I 1.00 PM I LE MERIDIEN KUALA LUMPUR

ABDUL LATIFF MOHIDIN B. N. Sembilan, 1941
Siri Gelombang “Bentuk Dalaman”, 1991
Oil on canvas 157.5 x 157 cm
RM 250,000 - RM 500,000

A

rt collectors and bidders,
mark your calendars
for another art auction
organised by KLAS!

The KLAS Art Auction Edition XXII,
which will be held at Le Meridien
Kuala Lumpur next month, will
feature big names and magnificent
masterpieces that will go under the
hammer.
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Among them are splendid works of
local artists including Abdul Latiff
Mohidin, Datuk Ibrahim Hussein, Yusof
Ghani, Awang Damit Ahmad, Khalil
Ibrahim, Dzulkifli Buyong and many
others that will catch your eye during
the auction day.
There will also be prized works of
Asian masters and some modern and
emerging contemporary artists that will
capture the attention of many bidders.

Art collectors and interested
buyers can catch a sneak peek
of these artworks at KLAS @ 31,
Jalan Utara.
To register as a bidder for the
auction, please contact Lydia
Teoh at 019 260 9668 or
Shamila at 019 333 7668.
You can also send your requests
to info@mediate.com.my

KLAS ART AUCTION SNEAK PREVIEW (EDITION XXII)

YUSOF GHANI B. Johor, 1950
Siri Tari XII, 1989
Mixed media on canvas 117 x 165 cm
RM 170,000 - RM 250,000

TAJUDDIN ISMAIL, DATO’ B. N. Sembilan, 1949
Interiorscape “Sunday Afternoon”, 1988
Acrylic on canvas 152 x 137 cm
RM 35,000 - RM 55,000

KHOO SUI HOE B. Kedah, 1939
Two at the Top, 1982
Oil on canvas 76 x 88 cm
RM 35,000 - RM 45,000
AWANG DAMIT AHMAD B. Sabah, 1956
Marista - Ingatan Yang Tersisa II, 2001
Mixed media on canvas 110 x 118.5 cm
RM 55,000 - RM 75,000
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IBRAHIM HUSSEIN, DATUK B. Kedah, 1936-2009
Reaching Out, 1964
Gouache on magazine page laid to card
25.4 x 22.9 cm
RM 28,000 - RM 45,000

KHALIL IBRAHIM B. Kelantan, 1934
Grand Old Palace, Kota Bharu, 1956
Oil on canvas 34 x 50 cm
RM 25,000 - RM 50,000

NIZAR KAMAL ARIFFIN B. Pahang, 1964
Siri Dunia - Garis Lunak #6, 2016
Acrylic on canvas 120 x 240 cm (Diptych)
RM 18,000 - RM 24,000

TAN SWIE HIAN B. Indonesia, 1943
Calligraphy, 1977
Chinese ink on rice paper 70 x 45 cm
RM 20,000 - RM 30,000

TAWEE NANDAKWANG B. Thailand, 1925 – 1991
Canal Boat Scene, 1973
Oil on canvas 54 x 69 cm
RM 16,000 - RM 25,000
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KWAN CHIN B. Kuala Lumpur, 1946
At the Market, 2014
Batik 85 X 145 cm
RM 10,000 - RM 15,000

ABDUL MUTHALIB MUSA B. Penang, 1976
Malaysian Breeze 2.1, 2003
Lasercut mild steel 60 x 120 x 3 cm x 6 pieces
RM 15,000 - RM 25,000

ISMAIL LATIFF B. Melaka, 1955
Festival of Inner Jungle… Midnight Garden, 1993
Acrylic on paper 76 x 56 cm
RM 8,000 - RM 15,000

TAY BAK KOI B. Singapore, 1939-2005
Boats with Village Scene, 1993
Gouache on paper 93 x 45 cm
RM 12,000 - RM 24,000
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AHMAD KHALID YUSOF B. Kuala Lumpur, 1934-1997
Jawi and Ilusi, 1979
Acrylic on canvas 66 x 88 cm
RM 9,000 - RM 18,000

RAFIEE GHANI B. Kedah, 1962
Slippers, 1995
Oil on canvas 83.5 x 127.5 cm
RM 8,000 - RM 12,000
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LYE YAU FATT B. Kedah, 1950
Mother and Child, 1975
Cement and granite Edition 4/5
31 x 15 x 21 cm
RM 5,500 - RM 7,500

THOMAS YEO B. Singapore, 1936
Rocky Ground
Gouache on rice paper laid on board 80 x 45 cm
RM 5,000 - RM 7,000

KLAS ART AUCTION SNEAK PREVIEW (EDITION XXII)

LYE YAU FATT B. Kedah, 1950
Serenity, 2015
Mixed media on canvas 75 x 95.5 cm
RM 7,000 - RM 12,000

KHALIL IBRAHIM B. Kelantan, 1934
East Coast Series, 1995
Acrylic on canvas 45.5 x 26.5 cm
RM 6,000 - RM 12,000

JOLLY KOH B. Singapore, 1941
Red Earth, 1976
Acrylic and oil on paper 56 x 75 cm
RM 3,500 - RM 7,000

NIZAR KAMAL ARIFFIN B. Pahang, 1964
Mask Series, 2001
Acrylic on canvas 91 x 91 cm
RM 4,500 - RM 8,000

JEIHAN SUKMANTORO B. Indonesia, 1938
Wajah, 1991
Oil on canvas 40 x 50 cm
RM 3,800 - RM 7,500
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TONI VALERO
Bringing local produce to another level
BY KATHLYN URSULA D’SOUZA

Where were you originally from and what
was your hometown like?
I am from Barcelona. Barcelona is a very
beautiful city – it is a very small city, you can
walk everywhere and there’s just beautiful
architecture. The culture and the food are very
nice. I love food – and that’s exactly why I’m a
chef. I guess the food there is one of the best
things. But if I had to describe Barcelona, it
wouldn’t do it justice because you need to be
there to experience it. There is nothing about
it that is similar to Asia. It’s something that you
need to go and see for yourself.

cooked[laughs]. Both my parents liked to
cook, so that’s where it came from. When I
was 15/16 years old, I tried to get into a
culinary school and after 3 years I finally got
in. I tried to learn as much as I could – you
don’t really need to train yourself before or
after – they were teaching me how to learn
in the future.

When did you come to Malaysia, and what
was your first impression?
I came three years ago. As for my first
impression … actually, I wanted to come here
initially to work for a few months. But then
I realised, as a chef, I wanted to stay here
for more than six months. My first workplace
was Ohla Tapas & Cocktails (serving Spanish
food) but for me it was quite boring because I
wanted to try local produce, different flavours
and experience different cultures, and that’s
something that you can experience here in
Malaysia. So as a chef, it is quite challenging
for me to experience all these things. I do
think Malaysia needs mid-range food in terms
of prices. I think one shouldn’t get charged a
crazy price for food just because they are in
a nice tower or with a nice view. It’s totally
unnecessary, so that’s exactly what I aim to do
here.

Have you tried making them yourself?
Yes! I am planning to add one of them in
the next menu in Coquo, an original version.
You can call it the Mat Salleh version.

Do you ever get homesick? And what do you
miss the most about home?
Yes, I do! I miss walking around the city the
most. It’s not that safe here! I tried to cross the
road the other day with durians, and I nearly
got hit! People hardly stop at the traffic lights
here, it’s quite dangerous! [laughs]. I also miss
the four seasons. In Barcelona, I used to grab
beers and just take a walk down the beach – I
really miss that.
How did you get into your current career?
It’s a mix of both by chance and my own will.
I remember the first time I cooked for someone,
though. It was for my mother because she
was ill and I tried to cook some lentils but I
remember that she didn’t like it at all, so that
was quite sad because I failed the first time I

Any favourite Malaysian food? What are
your top three?
Bak kut teh, for sure. Char kuey teow and
Sarawak laksa.

What is it that you love about what you
do? Any challenges?
What I love in Coquo is when someone
walks in here and it feels like they’re
walking into my home. I really appreciate
that someone makes an effort to get ready
at home, take a cab and come to this
restaurant. It makes me feel like I have a
huge responsibility to try to cook in the best
way possible to make customers happy. The
most challenging part, from a chef’s point
of view, is the suppliers – especially when
you want to work with local produce. The
consistency is something that the chef and
the suppliers need to work on, especially
for restaurants like Coquo. That’s very
challenging right now. Fine dining can also
work with local produce; I don’t see the
point in importing supplies from Italy when
you have nice local farms with nice local
produce here.
What’s one of the funniest things that has
happened to you while you’re here?
There are so many things, but one thing that
comes to mind now is that some customers
actually come up to me to try to teach me
how to cook Spanish food. They even
posted some comments on Facebook, and I
find it quite funny. It’s fine and I am open to
comments and opinions, but when someone
tells you what to do, especially if it’s your
craft, I find it very funny. Especially when it
comes from someone based in architecture!

Favourite holiday destinations in Malaysia.
Any of the islands … they’re very nice. I like
to go to the hilly sides of the country such
as Bukit Tinggi or Broga. I really like to go
hiking. The local beaches here are actually
better than the ones in Barcelona but if I had
to choose one I’d go for Tioman. I’ve had a
lot of good memories there, especially from
when my family came to visit me.
What’s your current project for Coquo?
We are trying to bring local produce to
another level. We are trying to contact farms
to try to tell them what this restaurant needs.
So basically, we want to use local produce
and cook them with fine dining techniques
and make our dishes affordable.
Your ideal meal during a day off.
KFC! KFC is so good. People think that just
because I’m a chef, I do fine dining at home
too, but I don’t. I go out and have a normal
meal. Of course, there is always a bottle of
wine.
Your advice for those who want to take a
similar career path.
Go to a culinary school and try to push
the lecturers to teach local recipes here in
Malaysia. I always tell the lecturers that it
doesn’t make sense to have local chefs who
don’t know how to make local cuisines,
but they know how to make foreign dishes.
You have to embrace your own culture first
and beforehand. All the universities should
respect that, and train your guys from the
bottom and they will do something nice in
the future. Also, it’s not necessary for the new
chefs to stay and work abroad. They can
make the best of their culinary backgrounds
here.
Have you developed any Malaysian habits
so far?
Being late! [laughs] I’ve not started using
‘lah’, because I always fail. However, I do
like going to the mamak restaurant to order
murtabak ayam. Taking off your shoes when
you go into someone’s house is something
I’ve done ever since I came here, and even
when I go back to Barcelona, I still do it. My
friends ask me why, but I think that’s a nice
gesture.
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OLIVE TREE HOTEL PENANG
The Wall Street Getaway
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL

76, Jalan Mahsuri, 11950, Bayan Lepas, Penang, Malaysia
+(604) 637 7777
www.olivetreehotel.com.my

I

t isn’t news that Penang is a
tourist destination for food lovers
and cosmopolitans that have
an appreciation for rich culture.
Though if you have business in
Penang, Olive Tree Hotel would be the
perfect place to stay in and conduct
your business. Upon entering the lobby,
we were greeted graciously by the
concierge and the check-in process was
a breeze. The interior decoration was
nothing short of luxurious though it was
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not ostentatious. Right in the middle of
the lobby, stood a sculpture that spoke
volumes about the importance of caring
for the enviroment and those who live
in it. It was made by an artist enlisted
by the hotel and he used polysterine
that was made into shapes of different
animals painted in green and gold. You
have got to hand it to them, just a year
old and they have become part of the
Green Building Index (GBI)-compliant
hotel.

The Room
The room we stayed in was the Deluxe
Room that came with a generous amount of
space and a firm bedding for a good night’s
rest. The art piece that was hung in the room
interpreted the low-key yet vibrant culture of
Penang. Still very impressive, being a new
hotel in an unlikely location. You can even
opt for the Executive Deluxe that comes with
a more opulent layout and a bath tub. Either
way, you can be sure that if you are in need
of an escape out of the real world, you are
in the right place.

Queen Deluxe Room

Sukkah Coffee House

Swimming Pool
Signature Beverage - Ritz Fizz

For Business
As mentioned earlier, this is a prime venue
to conduct your business with its extensive
meeting rooms that can be separated or
joined according to the needs of your event.
Their grand ballroom that can fit close to
800 people, making it an excellent venue
for annual dinners or corporate events.
Furthermore, you can make use of the
multipurpose function space should you
need to conduct a medium scale event or
even a wedding banquet.

For Pleasure
Apart from the corporate facilities, the
hotel comes equipped with an infinity
swimming pool that has a transparent
glass so you can take photos of the
summer body you worked so hard
for. Despite being on holiday, we
took the time to utilise the state-of-theart gym facilities and the studio that
came equipped with everything you
could possibly need. This includes a
private instructor who is available for
consultation with no charge.
Press Reader
Another complimentary feature that
is offered to all the guests is the app
where you can download and read free
magazines or newspapers. The choices
were endless and it was nice to read the
magazines during the journey home. This
is also part of the hotel’s green initiative
to lower the usage of paper while
meeting the needs of its guests.

Sukkah Coffee House
In the beginning of the article, I did highlight
that the main attraction of Penang is without
a doubt, the food. Sukkah Coffee House
that is located on the second level of the
hotel, offers guests an exceptional dining
experience with unique concepts that are
surely to excite your palate. During our
stay, we tried the seafood buffet and it
was an experience we would never soon
forget. The oysters were fresh, oozing liquid
goodness and were perfectly intacted. It
was like tasting a wave of fresh seawater.
The texture was soft and smooth. Thinking
about it alone, makes me want to take a
4-hour drive to Penang from KL just to relive
the experience. There was an interesting
variety of dishes served but among it is pretty
obvious that the oysters stood out to us the
most. So don’t let yourself get too caught up
with going out to get the best of Penang food
when it is readily available in Olive Tree
Hotel at Sukkah Coffee House or just book
more nights and be sure to try the seafood
buffet at least once.
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Your Host From Coast to Coast

HOLIDAY INN EXPRESS
KUALA LUMPUR CITY CENTRE
84, Jalan Raja Chulan, Kuala Lumpur, 50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
+60 3-2028 8888
BY VANESSA R. SINGH

T

he Holiday Inn Express brand
has just landed in Malaysia and
InterContinental Hotels Group
(IHG) celebrated the opening
last month. Located a street
away from the heart of Kuala Lumpur’s
‘Golden Triangle’, the new branded hotel
located in Jalan Raja Chulan offers 383
rooms.
As Malaysians, we would know how
much we all love being in the golden
triangle where it is lively,
filled with local and
international eateries,
and is where everyone
goes for retail therapy,
as well as heart-thumping
events and entertainment.
It can almost be called
the triangle/district that
never sleeps surrounded
by commercial towers and
popular landmarks, and
with Holiday Inn Express
Kuala Lumpur City Centre
now being in the middle
of it – it creates an exciting
mark for business and
leisure travellers.
The Kuala Lumpur City
Centre is often swamped
not only with locals, but
also international tourists and travellers.
Bringing in an internationally known
brand like Holiday Inn Express will
open doors for more patrons and allow
Malaysia to adapt to extensive needs
including value-conscious travellers seeking
affordable accommodation in the heart
of the city. Vice president of operations in

Southeast Asia and Korea at IHG, Leanne
Harwood, said that this was the first of the
five Holiday Inn Express hotels to ever be
built in Malaysia.
Both business and leisure travellers will
appreciate the existence of the hotel in
this strategic location, as they will have
direct access to significant landmarks
such as the world-renowned Petronas
Twin Towers, Kuala Lumpur Tower, Kuala
Lumpur Convention Centre, Putra World

Trade Centre and major banks. It is also
a shopping haven for shopaholics with
malls like Pavilion, Lot 10, Fahrenheit
88, and walking distance from Bukit
Bintang, Berjaya Times Square and
Sungei Wang Plaza – there will be more
than enough choices for them to choose
from, be it for food or a shopping haul.

Nightlife hunters will be minutes away from
the lively street of Changkat Bukit Bintang –
home to stylish nightclubs, bars and pubs.
Those hunting for food at odd hours of the
night or after a night out in Changkat, Bukit
Bintang will be in the vicinity of the famous
Jalan Alor which serves up some of the best
Malaysian street food.
To add to the experience at the hotel,
guests have the option of contemporarydesigned queen or twin guest rooms with
all of the facilities
provided by the
global hotel brand.
Amenities to look
forward to at
Holiday Inn Express
include fast and free
WiFi throughout the
hotel, complimentary
express breakfast
with a grab & go
option for those
on the move,
high-quality and
comfortable bedding
with a choice of
soft or firm pillows
to ensure a good
night’s sleep,
refreshing power
showers with a threefunction massage showerhead, a 24-hour
gym for gym junkies and those who wish to
destress after a long day, and a self-service
business centre, internet and laundry station.
Ever been fed with a silver spoon? That’s
exactly what Holiday Inn Express is here to
provide you with all that the city of Kuala
Lumpur has to offer, at your doorstep.
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The

Forking Cork
Sip some culture, Exchange some ideas
BY JACQUELINE BENITA PAUL
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I

n an unexpected neighbourhood,
within Taman OUG, you’d find an
upscale yet casual bar that specialises
in serving selected whiskey and wine
that have been handpicked by the
founders themselves. More than that, this is
a space where you can discuss and form
your business ideas. Whether to solve social
problems or creating the next multimillion
dollar conglomorate, The Forking Cork
(TFC) mainly aims to connect like-minded
individuals to cultivate the entrepreneurial
culture and provide a condusive enviroment
to share experiences over a glass of wine
or whiskey. Not that it is compulsory, though
it would be a shame not to sample their
extensive variety.

friends who are just beginning to enter into
the realm of wine appreciation. I would also
like to point out that this is the free bottle of
wine for the Ladies Night promotion, so you
can be assured that you are getting quality
substance. Our next selection was of course
based on my bias relationship with wine
from Chile. The Echeverria Family Reserva
Cabernet Sauvignon 2005, Molina from
Curicó Valley had a denser body. It tasted
ripe, chocolaty with jammy dark fruit; simple
but inviting.

Aside from wine, you can try the whiskey
selections that are available here. The
regulars would often purchase the
Shoulder Monkey whiskey. It is a mix of
three different single malts - Glenfiddich,
Balvenie and Kininvie - and is great with
mixers or just on its own. According to the
patrons whom we connected with during
our visit, it is smooth, sweet and very easy
to drink. It certainly makes on our to-do list
in our next visit.

Cultivating the Entrepreneurial Spirit
As mentioned earlier, this establishment was
set up with the main goal of facilitating
networking in order to assist budding
entrepreneurs to make potentially profitable
relationships for future business endeavours.
While you’re at it, you could be making
new friends the old-fashioned way
(minimising dependence on social media
platforms). Whether you are into startups,
ideation, business expansion, investments,
raising funds and networking, this is the spot
you’d need to visit regularly to materialise
those ideas.
Event Space for Corporate and Social
Gatherings and Workshops
The social island bar just beside the
entrance of TFC makes for a great spot to
interact and even conduct workshops, be
they wine tastings, birthday celebrations
or motivational workshops. The eclectically
retro environment that gives a light and easy
ambience will bring out the social butterfly
in you.

Creative display within the glass cabinet of fine liqour collection.

Every Night is Ladies Night
Female entrepreneurs-to-be can enjoy a
free bottle of wine if they bring four of their
friends on any night. Also, we’d like to note
that TFC does not allow smoking indoors so
you don’t have to worry about the smoke
getting into your newly blown-out hairdo.
Wine Selection for the Night
The wine we sampled on the night of our
visit was the Château de Potiron La Tradition
Cabernet Sauvignon 2009. Though I am
not usually a fan of French wine as I have a
bias towards Chile wine, this selection was
light yet vibrant in flavours. Now that I know
of its flavour, I would recommend it to my

An array of premium whiskey (left to right) Aberlour, Benromach,
The Arran Malt (14 Years), The Arran Malt (10 Years) and Monkey Shoulder.
49, jalan hujan , Taman overseas Union, Kuala Lumpur
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Tel: 03-2691 6599

Tel: 03-2782 3800

Tel: 03-2117 0288

Jasons Food Hall
is a favourite with shoppers, as it
offers an extensive range of fresh and
international food brands.
10am - 10pm daily.

Tel: 03-2143 2386
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Tel: 03-5633 2530

Tel: 03-2141 0500

Tel: 03-6211 0611

03-2179 8082

RAMA V
5, Jalan U Thant,
Kelab Golf di Raja Selangor

YELLOW APRON
Heritage Centre
No. 3 Jalan 13/6, Seksyen 13
462000 Petaling Jaya, Selangor

Sheraton Imperial Hotel

Tel: 03-8949 6288

4, Jln Delima,kl

03-8946 2333
03-2166 2272

4th Floor KLCC

10am - 10pm dayly
The Resort Cafe
03 - 7495 2009 . Lobby Level,
Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa
*Pork-Free Restaurant

. 03-2692 2685
Tel: 03-2786 9333

Hotel . Non-Halal . Private Dining

Eight Gourmets Gala (EGG)
017 948 8684 . Suite G-01,
Ground Floor, Pinnacle Annexe,
Persiaran Lagoon, Bandar Sunway,
47500, Selangor

FA S H IO N DE S I G N E R
+
M A K E U P A RT I S T
S AYA P R E P U B L I K
+6016 240 5816
IG SAYAP_REPUBLIK
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Raja Chulan
Kokufu

Casual Dining
03-7490 3838
03-2782 6118

03-2718 6868

Seri Pacific Hotel Kuala Lumpur
03-4042 5555 Jalan Putra PWTC
Zende (Int’l), Kokufu (Jap), lounge to Chereza
From RM198++ to RM3,000 B5
www.seripacifichotel.com
Grand Hyatt Kuala Lumpur
03-2182 1234 Jalan Pinang
KLCC JP Teres (Malaysian),
THIRTY8 (International), Poolside
From RM550 - RM5610
www.kualalumpur.grand.hyatt.com

03-2020 5499

Istana Negara, Jalan Duta
Located along Jalan Duta, it is the official residence of Malaysia’s king since
Nov 11, 2011. Influenced by both Islamic and traditional Malay architecture,
this unique structure is the latest addition
to the country’s architectural wonders.
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03-2267 1111

The Majestic Hotel Kuala Lumpur
5 Jalan Sultan Hishamuddin, 50000 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
03-2785 8000
www.majestickl.com

03-2724 0408

Tao (chi)

Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral
03-2723 1000
Jalan Stesen Sentral
Nook (International), MAI Bar (Bar
Menu), w xyz(SM) Bar (Cocktails &
Snacks) From RM270 - RM388
www.starwoodhotels.com/alofthotels

Sama-Sama Hotel KLIA
03-8787 3333

Sunway Resort Hotel & Spa

.

Degrees (Int), Traveller’s Bar & Grill,
Palmz Lounge (Wn) From RM570++
www.samasamahotels.com

Flavours Restaurant (Int’l), Green
Treats Delicatessen (Int’l), T@ste 6
Restaurant (Int’l) From470+

.

Pullman Kuala Lumpur

03-2162 2233

Makana Restaurant
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03-2274 6542

6.00pm . F4

Craft Complex
03- 2164 8344
Raja Chulan • 63, Jalan Conlay. •
Showcases ethnic handicrafts, batik
printing and pottery from the 13 states
of Malaysia. • Opens 9am- 6pm daily.
• E9 FREE

Telekom Museum
03-2031 9966
Raja Chulan • Jalan Raja Chulan
• Displays interesting exhibits of
telephones and evolution of their
designs over the years.
• Opens 9am-5pm. Closed on Mondays
• E6 FREE

Sultan Abdul Samad Building
Masjid Jamek • Jln Sultan
Hishamuddin • Also known as the Big
Ben of KL, this historical landmark and
heritage building is well known for its
Moghul architecture dating back to
1897. Originally the offices of the Colonial
Secretariat, it then housed the Supreme
Court. • E5

03-2092 1150

RM 32 for adults and RM11 for children
3 to 12 years old
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PETRONAS Twin Towers
03- 2615 8188
KLCC • KL City Centre • The
88-storey Petronas Twin Towers stand at
451.9 metres. Seated in the heart of KL
and amidst a 50-hectare landscaped
park, a skybridge on the 41st floor is
open to visitors between 9am-7pm
daily, closed on Monday • D8

MUSEUMS
03-2331 7007

Bank Negara Malaysia Museum and Art Gallery Sasana Kijang
No. 2, Jalan Dato Onn, 50480 Kuala Lumpur
Opening Hours: 10am to 6pm daily
For Enquiries Call: 03-9179 2784

03-4251 8199

University of Malaya Art Gallery (UMAG)
Tingkat 5, Bangunan Canseleri, Universiti Malaya, Petaling Jaya
Tel: 03-79671061
Opening Hours: 9.00am to 4.00pm
Closed on: Saturday and Sunday

03-2094 1222

03-2267 1111

09-288 8890

03-8942 5021

Galeri Tenaga
Wisma TNB, Jalan Timur, Petaling Jaya
Tel : +603-2296 5566
Fax : +603-2282 3274
Opening Hours: Monday – Friday : 10 am – 3 pm.

KL Lifestyle Art Space

31 Jalan Utara, 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, Malaysia
Tel: +603 2093 2668, +603 2094 2668
Email: info@mediate.com.my
Open Monday - Friday, 10am - 7pm
(Closed on Weekends and Public Holidays)
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1 Agora Hotel
Tel: 2142 8133 F8
2 Alpha Genesis Hotel
Tel: 2142 6868 F7
3 Berjaya Times Square
Hotel & Convention Centre
Tel: 2117 8000 F8
4 Brisdale International
Hotel
Tel: 2694 8833 B6
5 Capitol Hotel
Tel: 22143 7000 F8
6 Carcosa Seri Negara
Tel: 2282 1888 F8
7 Cardogan Hotel
Tel: 2144 4883 F8
8 Concorde Hotel
Tel: 2144 2200 D7
9 Corona Inn
Tel: 2144 3888 F7
10 Coronade Hotel
Tel: 2148 6888 F8
11 Corus Hotel
Tel: 2161 8888 C9
12 Doubletree Hilton
Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 2172 7272 C10
13 Crown Regency Hotel
Tel: 2162 3888 D8
14 Crowne Plaza
Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 2148 2322 E8
15 Dorsett Regency Hotel
Tel: 2715 1000 F9
16 Dynasty Hotel
Tel: 4043 7777 A4
17 Equatorial Hotel
Tel: 2161 7777 E8
18 Federal Hotel
Tel: 2148 9166 F8
19 Fortuna Hotel
Tel: 2141 9111 F8
20 Grand Central Hotel
Tel: 4041 3011 B5
21 Grand Continental Hotel
Tel: 2693 9333 C5
22 Grand Millenium KL
Tel: 2141 8000 E8
23 Grand Pacific Hotel
Tel: 4042 2177 A5
24 Grand Seasons Hotel
Tel: 2697 8888 B6

25 Hilton KL
Tel: 2264 2264 G3
26 Hotel Istana
Tel: 2141 9988 E8
27 Hotel Maya Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 2711 8866 D8
28 Impiana KLCC
Hotel & Spa
Tel: 2147 1111 D8
29 JW Marriott Hotel
Tel: 2715 9000 E9
30 Kuala Lumpur 		
International Hotel
Tel: 2697 8833 B6
31 Le Meridien KL
Tel: 2263 7888 G3
32 Malaya Hotel
Tel: 2072 772 F5
33 Malaysia Hotel
Tel: 2142 8033 F8
34 Mandarin Oriental Hotel
Tel: 2380 8888 G6
35 Mandarin Court Hotel
Tel: 2273 9933 G6
36 Maradian Oriental Hotel
Tel: 2380 8888 D8
37 Melia Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 2785 2828 F8
38 Micasa All Suite Hotel
Tel: 2179 8000 D10
39 Midah Hotel KL
Tel: 2273 9999 G5
40 Mirama Hotel
Tel: 2148 9122 G6
41 InterContinental KL
Tel: 2161 1111 C9
42 Novotel Kuala Lumpur
City Centre
Tel: 2147 0888 E8
43 Olympic Sports Hotel
Tel: 2078 7888 F7
44 Pacific Regency
Hotel Suite
Tel: 2332 7777 D7
45 Parkroyal Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 2147 0088 F8
46 PNB Darby Park
Executive Suites
Tel: 7490 3333 D10
47 Prince Hotel &
Residence Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 2170 8888 D10

48 Quality Hotel
Tel: 2693 9233 C5
49 Renaissance
Kuala Lumpur Hotel
Tel: 2162 2233 D7
50 Residence Hotel
Tel: 2693 3333 C5
51 Ritz-Carlton
Kuala Lumpur Hotel
Tel: 2142 8000 F9
52 Seri Pacific
Kuala Lumpur
Tel: 4042 5555 B5
53 Shangri-La Hotel
Tel: 2032 2388 D7
54 Sheraton Imperial
Tel: 2717 9900 D6
55 Stanford Hotel
Tel: 2691 9833 B6
56 Swiss Garden Hotel
Tel: 2141 3333 F7
57 Swiss Inn Hotel
Tel: 2072 3333 G6
58 The Heritage
Station Hotel
Tel: 2273 5588 G5
59 The Legend Hotel
Tel: 4042 9888 B5
60 The Lodge
Tel: 2142 0122 E8
61 The Plaza Hotel
Tel: 2698 2255 C5
62 The Ritz-Carlton
Residences
Tel: 2142 9000 F9
63 The Royale Bintang
Tel: 2143 8000 F8
64 The Westin KL
Tel: 2731 8333 E9
65 The Zon All Suites
Residences on the Park
Tel: 2164 8000 C9
66 Traders Hotel
Tel: 2332 9888 D8
67 Tune Hotels.com
Tel: 7692 5888 C5
68 Vistana Hotel
Tel 4042 80000 A5

Shopping Malls:

H

9

10

1. Ampang Park
Tel: 03-2161 7006 C10
2. Avenue K
Tel: 03-2166 7888 C9
3. Berjaya Times Square
Tel: 1-300-888-988 E9
4. City Square
Tel: 03-2162 1566 C10
5. KL Sogo
Tel: 03- 2698 2111 D5
6. Kompleks Kotaraya
Tel: 03-2072 2562 F6
7. Lot 10
Tel: 03-2141 0500 F8

8. Low Yat Plaza
Tel: 03-2162 1176 F8
9. Maju Junction
Tel: 03-2772 8550 C5
10. Pertama Complex
Tel: 03-2691 6599 D5
11. Starhill Gallery
Tel: 03-2148 1000 F8
12. Sungei Wang Plaza
Tel: 03-2148 6109 F8
13. Suria KLCC
Tel: 03-2382 2828 D8
14. The Mall
Tel: 03-4042 7122 B5

15. The Weld
Tel: 03-2162 3580 E9
16. Yow Chuan Plaza
Tel: 03-2142 9701 C10

Getting around in Kuala Lumpur
is easy. The transit systems
are efficient, taxis are plenty
and buses are cheap. The public
transportation usage peak
hours are from 7am to 9am and
4.30pm to 6.30pm during the
working days.

RAIL TRANSIT NETWORK OF KUALA LUMPUR

By Transit systems
The KL monorail and LRT coaches are
air-conditioned and comfortable and run
from 6am to midnight. The systems are
connected to each other at several points
and the network covers most parts of the
city. Fares range from RM0.70 to RM2.80
per single journey.

By Taxis
Taxis are easily available at hotels or at
taxi stands. Fares start at RM3 for the
first kilometre and RM0.10 for every 115
metres thereon. There is a 50% surcharge on the metered fare from midnight to 6am and a baggage charge of
RM1 per piece stored in the boot. There
is also an additional RM1 for 3rd passenger (maximum 4 in a car). For an extra
charge of RM2, you can book a taxi by
phone.

By Ecovans
Ecovans can accommodate up to 5 passengers. They serve mainly guests at
major hotels and follow the fare structure
of taxis but charge RM4 instead of RM2
for the first kilometre.

By Buses
Buses serve all parts of Kuala Lumpur
with fares beginning from RM1. Some
hotels also offer free bus shuttle services
to major shopping malls in the city.

KL Hop-on/Hop-off Bus Service
Links you to 40 attractions around the
city with 22 designated stops. 8.30am
to 8.30pm. Ticket: RM38 with discounts
for locals, senior citizens, students and
children. 03-2691 1382

Getting to the Airport
KLIA Ekspres: The journey takes
about 30 minutes from KL Sentral and
the fare is RM35 per person per way.
There is also check-in facility at KL Sentral for some airlines.
Taxi: The fare from the city centre to
the airport is RM60 – RM90 per taxi.
Eco Transit: Eco Transit can accommodate up to 5 adults and has a fixed
fare of RM130/ trip.
Limousine: Can be arranged with
the hotel concierge and fare range from
RM100 – RM200.

Coaches To KLIA and/or LCCT
The 1-hour journey costs between RM9
and RM25 per person.
• Airport Coach - 03-8787 3894
• Sky Bus - 03-6201 2742
• Aerobus - 017-363 3255
• The Star Shuttle - 03-4043 8811

Transportation
Air Travel

• KL International Airport Sepang
03-8776 2000
• LCC Terminal - KLIA
03-8777 8888
• Domestic Airport - Subang
03-7846 7777
• KL CAT (City Air Terminal)
03-2267 8000

Domestic Airlines

• MAS 03-7843 3000
• MAS Reservation Number
1 300 88 3000
• AirAsia 03-8775 4000
• Berjaya Air 03-7846 8228
• FireFly 03-7845 4543
• Fly Asian Xpress (fax)
03-8660 4343

Rail

• KL Sentral 03-2274 7435
• KLIA Ekspres 03-2267 8000
• KTM 03-2267 1200
• Rapid KL 03-7625 6999
• KL Monorail 03-2273 1888

Car Rental

• Apex 03-2142 1926
• Avis 03-2142 0166
• Orix 03-2142 3009
• Hertz 03-2148 6433
• Mayflower 03-2279 1188
• Sintat 03-2145 7988

Taxis

• Radio Cab 03-9221 7600
• Airport Limo Meet & Greet
03-8787 3678
• Saujana Cab 03-2162 8888
• Comfort Taxi 03-8024 2727
• Eco Transit 03-5512 2266
• Supercab 03-7805 5333
• Outstation Taxi 03-2078 0213

Emergency Services

• KL Tourist Police (24 hours)
03-2166 8322
• Police & Ambulance
999 or 112 (mobile phones)
• Fire & Rescue 994
• KL City Council 03-2691 6011

Tourism Offices

• Malaysia 1-300-88-5050
• Tourism Centre (24-hour)
03-2164 3929
• Kuala Lumpur 03-2693 6661
• Penang 04-261 9067
• Johor 07-222 3591
• Terengganu 09-622 1433
• Sabah 088-248 698
• Sarawak 082-246 575
• Kedah 04-731 2311
• Pahang 09-747 7520
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